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PREFACE
This is a companion volume to Editing by Design. It was assembled

in answer to my students' request for examples of specific appli-

cations of the philosophy oi Editing by Design. That philosophy

(if one can honor plain old common sense with such a bombastic

title) is simple:

As writers and editors we are always talking about "saying"

things to our audience. That's a dangerous misnomer lying at the

root of many of our problems. We — in publishing— never

actually SAY anything. We SHOW. Saying is an aural means of

communication whose essence is the direct relationship between

speaker and hearer, it may be artificially multiplied by broadcasting

technology, but that only mechanizes the one-to-one relationship.

In publishing, when we speak of "saying" things, we actually mean

printing our words on paper and then persuading the audience to

read and absorb our thoughts through their eyes. That is a very

different process from that of speaking since it requires the services

of an interpreter: the designer. Being human, few writers trust that

visual specialist to do right by their words; by the same token, few

designers ever get as involved in the content of the material as

they should. Instead, designers tend to concentrate on the

superficial gloss of making it all look appealing.

If we are to communicate quickly and clearly (as we must, if

we are to retain our audience), then we must accept the fact that

WHAT we say is integral with HOW we say it. Visual form and

verbal content are inseparable. That is why it is essential that verbal

people become more sympathetic toward the visual aspect of their

work (even if they don't all choose to become art directors) and

why visual people must become more interested in the editorial

purpose of the stories so they can express them cunningly and

dramatically. They should, with justice, learn to consider themselves

editors-who-use-design-as-a-tool, rather than pure designers

grafting attractiveness onto strange materials. Graphic design is not

something added to make pages look lively. It is not an end in

itself. It is the means to an end — that of clear, vivid, stirring

communication of editorial content.

This is so obvious that it hurts. What hurts more, though, is

the sad fact that two separate editorial specialties have developed

in our profession that create artificial barriers, and serve no useful

purpose other than that rather shameful one of people needing

someone to look down on and complain about. Sadly, few are the
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cases where respect and regard for each others' skills has melded a

group of writers, editors, and designers into a team. Clearly,

varying talents and different technical skills are needed for the

common product. But those specializations must be overcome by

the one overriding need: that of communicating effectively.

That implies, first and foremost, that the originators of the

ideas (the writers) make up their minds about what it is they are

trying to say, and what its significance to the reader is likely to be

(i.e., the reason for publishing in the first place). Having articulated

this to the designers, they can then rely on them to express those

ideas in the most arresting manner, in order to hurtle them off the

pages into the reader's mind.

Editing by Design is all about how the techniques of graphic

design can be used to do just that.

Designing for Magazines is a compendium of case histories

showing the ideas of editing by design in practice. Many are shown

in before-and-after format. All of them describe the specific

problems and reasons why the solutions took the form they did —
THAT is the purpose of this book. The graphic appearance of the

examples is a secondary result; very few have been picked for their

flamboyant graphics. That is deliberately done— to show such

flamboyance in this analytical context might be misleading, for it

might be promising something that can only be accomplished

under very special circumstances. There are annual collections of

prize-winning graphics available showing such marvelous pages;

they are celebrated, envied, and possibly even emulated. But one

ought to learn to walk before attempting to run.

This, the second edition of Designing for Magazines, retains

the original organization by page type found in most publications.

No matter what publication you may be working on, be it

consumer or business, in-house or national, small or large, rich or

tightly budgeted, your Contents page, for instance, has problems

that are common to all Contents pages and grow out of the

material and purpose of the page. Those problems are analyzed in

depth and then each chapter shows a series of annotated examples

of various solutions. Many fresh examples have been added, and

many outdated ones replaced. To broaden the utility of this book

as a reference volume, i have inserted 116 examples culled from

103 publications of all kinds by 94 designers. Here you can,

indeed, find the flamboyant, exciting design.



These are then followed by sketches of additional patterns or

solutions. The only chapter that has not been given this broadened

treatment is the first, on covers. Here the variety is so vast and the

special format problems so specific to any one issue, that I found

myself totally at a loss as to how to make sense of this vast array.

So I took the coward's way out and did nothing. Instead, I suggest

you visit your local newsstand or supermarket magazine rack; you

will see how daunting such a choice process might be!

As an example of the realistic, down-to-earth approach

followed here, let me explain the use of the many ruled lines

shown in the analyzed example pages (as well as in the many other

examples for whose design I was not responsible). I happen to like

rules — but such a subjective reason ought to have the very lowest

priority. I also believe rules to be useful:

1. They are decorative — or can be made to be so.

2. They are cheap and always available from any printer on any

typesetting machinery.

3. They are marveiously useful for organizing space by defining

units within that overall space: they articulate the edges of

things, they enclose elements, they contain.

4. They can be used as fences to separate neighbors

.

5. They can be used as glue to attach elements to each other when

space Is tightened.

6. They can add "color" to the page by creating contrast between

themselves and the type or between light, thin hairlines, and

bold, heavy black bars.
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7. They can be attached to type as underscores or overscores and

help important words gain the desired emphasis.

8. They can become a subliminal patterning for a series of pages.

It Is possible to see them utilized In all these ways in the examples

shown. Seen cumulatively In this book, they are a bit overwhelming,

I admit. But in the pages of a magazine there are fewer of them,

more regularly used. And If they are used wisely and well, they

can be made to belong to the editorial matter so logically that the

reader does not even notice them — yet the product would be the

poorer for the lack of them.

Now as to the frontispiece on page viii: in my 31 years in

publishing, I have worked with literally hundreds of editors and

designers. Many of them were good to work with, others awful;

some were fun, others dreadful. Some happened to be men, others

women — and they fell into the good or bad categories regardless

of gender : what matters Is character and capacity and insight and

responsibility and confidence and maturity and good judgment

and seriousness of purpose and all the other attributes that good

editors and designers must have. Gender (In this context) is

totally Immaterial.

As far as the other frontispieces In the book are concerned:

let's face it, unless you are fascinated by contents pages or new

products pages, this could be a very dull book! Something had to

be done to spark it up with a bit of whimsy. So I went digging In

the public domain and unearthed some old engravings that might

yield that touch, given some judicious doctoring and Inappropriate

captions. All but three are from Gustave Dore's Illustrations to the

Bible dating back to 1869 (the illustrations, that is; the text goes

back a bit farther).

It only remains to acknowledge with gratitude the help and

cooperation of my many friends In publishing. It Is obviously

impossible to list them Individually. It must suffice to list the

publications kind enough to permit me to use their pages for the

examples. They all have Publishers, Editors, and Art Directors—
all clients and friends. To them all I am deeply grateful.

Westport, Connecticut, April 1982
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DVERS

Everyone on a publication cares about— and worries about— the

cover. That's because it is so many things to so many people: an

attention-grabber on the newsstand; an attention-seeker on a desk

or on the coffee table; a curiosity-arouser tempting one to look

inside; in short, a showcase for the product. The editors are keenly

concerned with the cover's drawing power since they want their

product to be read and appreciated; the publishers are concerned,

because they want their product to be successful — to be popular,

useful, sell well, and thus be an increasingly valuable vehicle for

advertising; the advertising sales people are concerned, because

they need not just a good product, but a- product with identity, a

noticeable identity on which they can base their sales strategy; and

circulation people are concerned, because they want to maintain the

current circulation as well as increase it in quantity and improve it

in "quality," through the perceivable excellence of their product.

Excellence breeds confidence and a desire to invest in a subscription

or a single issue at a newsstand. Equally, excellence breeds con-

fidence in the advertiser, who wants his announcements within the

magazine's pages to share in its aura.

The cover is what the public sees first: it is what registers

uppermost in the viewer's mind. Obviously the inside contents are

equally important, but they take time to examine, require intellectual

effort to remember, visualize, and judge. The cover is much more

accessible. It is undeniably there, staring up at you and you cannot

help reacting to it in some way. No wonder so much attention is

paid to it. It is the public package of the contents. It has to be

manipulated in such a way that the reader, the buyer, the advertiser

can all judge the book by its cover. It must express character as well

as content; it must be believable, individual, have its own identity

and its own image. The cover image becomes a major element in

the overall image of the publication. It must Impress a sense of

urgency and importance; it must communicate a sense of worth,

not just of the material packaged within, but also of itself as a

product. As such, it is a symbol of the relationship between the



editors and the readers, so that the readers actually look forward

to receiving the next issue as a welcome, familiar, respected friend.

This sounds like a pretty tall order for a single page, and so it is.

Furthermore, there are not many covers that succeed in this complex

mission. They may succeed in most of their tasks most of the time,

but seldom in all jobs simultaneously. Which doesn't mean one

ought to give up and stop trying!

Fortunately there are guidelines based on experience, proven

market-effectiveness, successful experimentation and just plain

editorial instinct. Some of them are described below. But there is

one generally accepted dictum that unlerlies them all : appeal to

the reader's self-interest.

If the cover is "dull" — if it fails to sell the fascination of the

subject and, more importantly, the significance of that fascination to

the reader— if it doesn't persuade him of his need to have the

knowledge for fun and profit, then the chances are the cover has

failed: the prospective buyer won't buy, the prospective reader

won't open the magazine. The magnet will not have been strong

enough to win him over.

But don't think that the fault neccessarily lies in the cover

picture. The cover illustration, both in its subject and its graphic

treatment, isn't nearly as important as the editorial battle over its

choice would seem to indicate. Of course the pictorial image has an

effect: it can be attractive or repellent; felicitous or unbecoming;

to the point or irrelevant. But whatever it may be, it only acts as a

fleeting eve-catcher. It is the first step in rousing the potential

buyer/reader's attention. What ultimately hooks him and persuades

him to part with money and/or time are the words.

With the exception of the highly specialized publications that

deal with purely visual subject matter (such as photography,

architecture— or women) it is safe to say that the cover lines (the

billings) are far more important than the illustration. It is the words

that flash that signal of significance to the reader's self-interest.

They interpret the intended meaning of the picture (for a picture



without words is open to grave misinterpretation). They announce

the content, but, through the choice of words, they also imply the

slant of that content, so that the reader will understand the story's

probable importance to him.

Often several stories in the issue are signaled that way. If the

stories are chosen with care and described In intriguing language

where he cannot miss the descriptions, how can the reader fail

to respond?*

Covers are made up of four elements:

1. The basic format (the normal arrangement of the page, issue

to issue)

2. The logo and ancillary information such as date, etc. (usually

varying in color only)

3. The illustration (varying in subject and graphic treatment, issue

to issue)

4. The cover lines (varying in words, of course, but also in

position, if the format allows)

These four elements make a mix of potentially tremendous variety.

The precise mix for any one publication depends on the goals and

character of that publication. However, there are some basic

criteria involved in deciding the proportions of the particular mix.

And here are some of the most often asked questions and answers

about these criteria.

Should the format be standardized?

Yes. A standardized format has a definite recognition value and

gives the publication familiarity from issue to issue. Besides, the

production process is simplified (no small advantage). Also, para-

doxically, the more the format is standardized, the greater the

freedom of graphic treatment of variables within that framework.

*Well, let's face it: it is amazingly depressing how often he can . . . but why
worry, there's always the next issue!



But such a sweeping generalization immediately needs

qualifying by another which is equally sweeping: no matter how

good a format may be, it is also essential that it be flexible enough

to allow the form of expression required by any exigency that might

come up. In short, systems are great, as long as they do not become

straitjackets. Common sense and individual judgment, plus departure

from the system, must be allowed in the equation as well. Reducing

creativity to a series of computerized formats may, indeed, be

cheaper, but the resultant printout cannot be anything but rigidly

restricted to the formulas fed into the computer. The trouble with

a good system is precisely its own excellence: it can become a

substitute for thinking. When that happens in publishing, we might

as well be dead.

Should the picture be big or small?

This depends on the availability of good pictorial images (photo-

graphs, illustrations, portraits, graphs— whatever the visual image

may be). If they are available in a dependable quantity and quality

(especially quality), then it is a reasonably good bet that a cover

format can and should be built around a large image— perhaps

full bleed — which can be relied upon to have the requisite poster

impact. However, to have that impact, the picture should be

unusual in either subject, treatment, coloration, handling— or a

combination of them all — since full-bleed pictures are so

commonplace that just plain size carries no weight.

Symbolic treatment of the subject is often preferable because

of its surprise value, unless a truly realistic situation can be shown

in a dramatic way. But the symbolism must be simple to be effective,

or the startling effect is lost. Still-life photographs of unexpected

combinations of items are highly effective, since they are surprising

as combinations, and they are often quite simple to have made.

Ingenuity and creativity of thinking are more Important than money
available for unusual or expensive reproduction technology.



But— again — the ingenuity must be channeled to get the

reader interested; thus, whatever brilliantly surrealistic imagery or

flamboyantly artistic fireworks may appear on that front cover, if it

doesn't achieve this one prime purpose it is no good (however

many medals It might collect in design competitions).

One sure bet is people pictures. Everyone is curious about

people: who the successful ones are (and what made them that

way); what the leaders are thinking; what can be learned about

them or from them that might come in handy.

What if the very subject of the publication does not lend itself

to visual interpretation, or there is a dearth of illustrative material,

no matter how clever the editors, designers, and cartoonists hired?

Then, obviously, the format cannot be built around graphic images.

Instead, it must be accepted that the pictorial element (if any) will

be subdued in size and importance and the poster value of the

cover obtained by other means. Large logo, perhaps? Large color

area (with color changing from issue to issue)? Large type for the

cover lines? In sum, it has to be a large something-else-other-than-

picture, anyway. And it has to have a variation capability of color

change or arrangement change so that variety between issues is

assured, visibility secured, and recognition quality retained. Besides,

it makes life so much easier not to have to strain to produce silk

purses out of thin air (let alone sows' ears) issue after issue after

issue after issue.

Starting on pages 28 and 18 are examples of the two extremes.

—The cover format of HoofBeats is predicated upon first-rate photog-

raphy which speaks for Itself. The strategic purpose of the cover is

simply to present the glamour of the sport of harness racing. Full

bleed is obviously useful, except where it is thought that variation

therefrom might be more effective; absolute freedom of format is

needed— and given. Contrast this to the cover of Industrial

Engineering, for which illustrative material is scarce; the impact of

the cover is based upon the overall impression of the design, rather

than the picture, which is put in a position of less importance on the





page. The logo is large, the color area in which it floats is ample, and

the cover lines glinting on this color announce the contents of the

major stories clearly.

How should the logo be designed?

The logotype is the trademark of the publication. It is the symbol

that ought to come to mind immediately when the magazine is

mentioned. It is used not only on the front cover, but in all written

materials for the publication: stationery, promotional material,

circulation promotion letters. Wherever the publication's name Is

seen it ought to be perceived in terms of its logo. The name of the

publication ought to be a personalized visual image— like a

monogram; it ought, also, to be of the same family of type as the

department headings inside the magazine, and ought to bear, if

possible, a resemblance to the headline typeface used. This unity

of visual character is a major link that ties the editorial matter

together as a unified product.

Where should the logo go?

Newsstands dictate placing the logo at the top, of course. If copies

are to be sold on newsstands, then the choice has been made for

you. But, if the publication goes out by mail, the logo can fall

wherever the designer may desire.

If the picture on the front cover is mediocre and the design

depends heavily on the logo for graphic interest, then the logo ought

to be the first element to be seen— and thus ought to go at the top

of the page. (See Industrial Engineering examples, page 18.) For

variety within this standard placement of the logo it is useful to have

a design that will accommodate several treatments. Thus, Chemical

Engineering, for instance, can be handled with light or dark

"shadows," in color or black-and-white, or black-and-color, or
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white-and-color—• depending on the best relationship of the logo

to the picture.

If the picture quality is somewhat better and good illustrative

matter may sometimes be available (and ought to be trumpeted on

those occasions), then the format should be flexible enough to

allow variation in placement. Library Journal allows such variations

in placement, gaining diversity and flexibility therefrom (page 26).

If the picture is of poster quality, then the logo can be degraded

to a minor element, used only as recognition label, and can (should)

be placed wherever the picture dictates. (See the HoofBeats

examples, on page 28.)

Should the cover have a frame?

it is safer not to use delicate frames around the edges of the cover

since the trimming of the publication is often inaccurate; there

are few things shoddier than poorly trimmed, crooked front covers.

A design based on handsomely squared-off geometrical precision

makes the crookedness more noticeable.

A full bleed makes the picture appear bigger because the

bleeding implies that the image continues beyond the confines of

the page and that what you see is just the central nucleus of a larger

scene. This visual trick may well perform a useful service, depending

on the subject matter: an oil well derrick in the Sahara needs to be

seen against the enormity of a background extending to limitless

horizons— and a bleed suggests this llmitlessness; on the other

hand, a jewel lying on a velvet cushion needs to be concentrated

on— the expanse of surrounding velvet is immaterial, so a framed

view is more appropriate. If a frame is used, however, it must be

graphically strong in size and color to overcome whatever bad

trimming might lie in store for it.
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Should there be more than one cover line?

Yes, if there is more than one major story in the issue. If there is only

one cover line, then the illustration must have a direct relationship

to the story being announced. If there is more than one cover line,

then the cover picture can relate to any one of these lines (which

should then be handled by position and size to act as both cover

line and caption to the picture). The picture, however, does not

need to refer to the major story. Obviously this gives greater

freedom to those publications whose dearth of visual material often

dictates using illustrations of minor stories on the cover simply

because those illustrations are inherently interesting (or merely just

the best available).

The degree of graphic attention or stress the cover lines receive

varies with each publication. Some magazines which rely heavily on

newsstand sales superimpose cover lines in gaudy colors over the

background picture, some professional magazines run them in

demure black, neatly stacked at the foot of the page, other pub-

lications vary placement and handling of cover blurbs for each issue

according to the exigencies of the illustration and editorial judgment.

No single technique is better than another; any is good as long

as it intrigues and encourages the potential reader to open the copy.

Do white covers get dirty?

No. Well — maybe.

Anything will get dirty if the reader's thumb is covered with

axle grease. But if pristine whiteness is used as background color,

chances are that the reader will treat the issue with respect and

wipe the grease off on his pants first. It is folly to give up the useful

background color of white, which can make the cover so clean and

pure and charming, for the potential philistine spoiler. But, white is

not the only marvelous background color— so is good old,

solid black.



Are black covers funereal?

^Miii^^m

No. Not if the black is used as a background, simply and forthrightly.

Black is, indeed, the color of mourning in some cultures (in

others it happens to be white). However, to renounce the use of

black for that reason is nonsense. Obviously, if other death symbols,

like Old English typefaces, the word "alas," wreaths, or weeping

willows are combined with the black, then the mourning sickness is

reinforced! But if the black is treated as a raw material — as a pure

color— then the artificially imposed funereal cliche is avoided, and

a strong impression is created which is, perhaps, even more useful

than that effected by white (see pages 22 and 23).

What do you do with a gatefold cover?

Assuming that the inside of the cover has been sold to an advertiser

who will foot the bill for such an unusual event, then the gatefold

front cover becomes an enormously stimulating problem. How do
you make the most of it?

You do NOT make the most of a gatefold by treating it as two

separate, individual pages, with one sort of material on one page

and another sort of material on the other. That is a wasted oppor-

tunity if ever there was one. Instead you use the extra wide space to

expand the image over the entire area at your disposal — making
it larger in scale and double in impact value.

Naturally, the first image that is perceived is that part of the

cover that is always seen (since the gatefold must be packaged
folded under). However, the gatefold's inherent possibility of

delivering a one-two punch when it is opened is where its potential

greatness lies. The first intriguing glimmer of the idea appears on the

front, always visible half of the cover; then it is expanded by the

unfolded second half, so that the editorial meaning of the complete
image communicates itself to the viewer with inescapable,

unforgettable impact.

10
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What do you do with the spine?

This is the forgotten area of the cover, yet it has great sales value

since it is seen even more often than the front cover; the spine is

u'hat is visible in a stack of publications on the shelf (standing or

lying dou'n).

It is, of course, necessary for reference purposes and filing ease

to run the name, date, and volume and issue numbers on the spine,

but they do not have to be enormous. It is much wiser to have other

elements on the spine that do a little screaming for attention u'ith

materials that are more significant.

If possible, it is useful to have a standard spine treatment,

preferably in color and on the entire spine: Oil and Gas journal's

yellow-striped spine is immediately recognizable; so is National

Ceographic's. Some magazines run a color over their logo, which

becomes their symbol. Others run the logo itself in color.

Architectural Record runs the issue number in red in the same

position for each issue, which makes it easy to spot, easy to file,

and easy to separate from the competition. If space allows (as it

certainly does on the 9" x 12" format publications and some smaller

ones whose logo is not too long) then the subject of the main story

can be run on the spine, which is useful for future retrieval and

recognition.

It is vital, however, to separate what is important from what is

not, then express it as such in type size, color, and intensity.

Chemical Engineering's spines were a dark, illegible, confusing mass;

after analysis, they were changed and are more legible, more

attractive, and — yes— more useful. The reader need not read

everything to find what he is looking for, but can, by instinct, go

directly to what he needs: he can identify the publication at a

distance since the logo and date pop out at him; to find the specific

material, he will be closer to the stack and can focus on the lightface

story title and ignore the dark smudge of logo and date. It

really works.

11



Development of format: change, growth, decisions

OMEDICO
MODERNO

EDICO
3ERN0

VISTA PROFISSIONAL E CULTURAL DA MEDICINA

11

Sua cliniGa liberal ganha

novo sistema de prestaqao

de serviqos profisslonals

10 criterlos para V. lucrar

ate 2000% em antiguldades

Y. pode ter, gratis, informes

blom6dlcos de todo o mundo

Fundaqao custeard suas

pesquisas biocientifflcas
Guia para V. dialogar bem
com OS pacientes "hippies"

The examples here trace the

changes in format of a local Portu-

guese-language medical magazine

as it evolved into a leading multi-

edition Latin American monthly.

The first format, at left, was

innovative in its time, devoting as

it did a large, formalized, framed

area to a startling picture.. The

thin, white frame set off the picture

but suffered from poor trimming.

The cover lines were restricted to

the small box in the upper right.

The first change was a change

in the wrong direction, at least as

far as graphics is concerned.

(Evidently the success of the pub-

lication was not hindered by the

cover handling!). The cover lines

were enlarged at the expense of

the illustration which was re-

duced to the vertical sliver at

left. The purpose was to focus

attention on the contents by

means of stressing the cover lines,

yet retain the familiar square

shape. The only good outcomeof

this move was to allow the logo a

much larger space in which to be

seen. But even that was dwarfed

by the heavy cover lines which

swamped all else. The result, a cov-

er that was too busy, lacked poster

quality, was ill-proportioned in its

elements (so much so that the

cover lines had to be set in an

illegible condensed face to fit into

their narrow space) and, worst of

all, communicated an image which

lacked the sophistication the pub-

lication demanded.

The latest development was a

total redesign, based on the de-

cision to make the most effective

possible use of the graphic image

inherent in the fascinating subject

matter. Great attention is paid to

the illustrations and their atten-

tion-getting capacity — not neces-

sarily as startling but rather as

communicative vehicles suited to

their specific audience. All covers

are full color, full bleed and the

various national editions may use

their own subjects. The highly

individual logo is the element that

holds them all together since it

appears in prescribed position and

size on the page.

12
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Standard format with a square picture area allows variations that have a strong

Since this is a non-newsstand

publication, the logo can be

placed at the foot of the page with

impunity; and, since this is a

publication dealing with highly

photogenic material, the graphic

image on the cover can be relied

upon to create the requisite poster

impact. The square is used for two

reasons: first, it is a satisfying

geometric shape which works well

in proportion to the white area

left over at the foot of the page;

and, second, it is the ideal com-

promise shape for accommodating

photographs since about half the

candidates for the cover are

vertical and half are horizontal.

The top line, slightly separated

from the others for emphasis, does

double duty as caption as well as

cover line. The large numeral is

always run in bright red — as is its

duplicate on the spine.

(led. Miuet-Jl
,
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Easy-to-produce illustration clusters and color schemes

This tabloid size publication of

new product reports had two

problems: how to give the front

cover a more vivid recognition

quality, and how to make its

production process less cumber-

some. The solution served both

purposes simultaneously: the

pictures were clustered and their

descriptions placed in the sur-

rounding space (which also made
the background color field appear

larger); the logo area was simpli-

fied; the desired effect of color-

fulness was enriched by the

addition of the "shadows" cast

by the logo words as well as the

pictures, for the insides of the

letters can be in one color, the

shadows in a second, and the

background in a third. A number
of cluster panel mechanicals was

made up with various proportions

to fit likely photo sizes (six are

shown opposite) and a chart

showing two years' worth of color

schemes was also prepared. The
chart (opposite) shows both

swatches of the color and process

color tint percentages. Assembly
became child's play: picking a

cluster appropriate for the chosen

photos and a color scheme that

would work with them — and the

rest is up to the printer.

industrial '"""

equipment
news

EqiJipitterft
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Cover design based mainly on graphics which include a picture

Here is a perfect example of the

many publications whose subject

matter is only tangentially

photogenic and whose dearth of

pictorial material results in con-

stant struggles to conceive covers

with impact. The examples at left

show the results of such misdi-

rected "freedom to create."

Replacing this nebulousness with

controllable techniques is one

major way to improve the image of

the magazine while allowing its

editors to sleep better at night.

In this case, the picture area

was reduced to a shallow strip

across the foot of the page, thus

automatically diminishing its

evident importance. The rest of the

cover is devoted to a strong color,

different for each issue, of course,

which can also be used to dress up

the picture below as a duotone or

as a tintblock with artwork. The
logo is very large and obviously

the major element of the design,

which makes sense since the

readers identify with it. The cover

lines are large enough to be clearly

legible; the bottom one is also the

caption to the illustration. The date

is dropped out in white from the

color area and contrasts with the

cover lines which are always in

black.

Another example of this tech-

nique is shown on page 26.

INDUSTRML ^
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Using large size, medium size, and small size type in cover lines

How we see and handle the

physical product affects the design

of cover lines. For newsstand

display, the logo obviously needs

to be the largest element, in

order to give immediate identifi-

cation to the product. Next size

down, yet still legible from

several paces away, should be the

type touting the major story. The
largest type having done its work
of attracting our attention, and
perhaps beguiled us into picking

up the magazine in our hands,

the balance of the type can then

be smaller, for it is to be read

merely at arm's length. (When we
start reading inside, we hold it

12 inches from our eyes, so the

type can be smaller still.) This

cover of Golf Digest designed by

John Newcomb shows the triple

typographic scale very clearly

and elegantly.



Michigan Farmer, by contrast

has a different need: it has no

need to attract newsstand buyers,

for it is delivered to subscribers.

Nor does it have to attract atten-

tion to itself by screaming head-

lines: its attention-getting ploy is

fulfilled bv the illustration, which

is always of some familiar evoca-

tive image to which the reader is

likely to respond in a positive

way. So much, then, for the

long-distance appeal. The pick-

me-up-and-read-me appeal is

concentrated in the window,
where four stories are signaled

in topic terms as well as in

straight headlines. True, the logo

and headline windows are indeed

intrusions into the background

photograph — but the color of

the picture helps to overcome
them — a factor not discernible

here in black-and-white.

MICHIGANERRMER



Complex-looking but easy-to-handle format combines standard picture area

To replace the problem of

creating, week in and week out,

homemade covers with poster

value, the fundamental editing/

publishing decision was made to

standardize the format. The
picture area was designated for

four-color photography; the cover

lines, which, on a newsweekly,

demand the latest possible closing

time, were deliberately split away
from the illustration. That allows

the color separations for the

illustration to have longer lead

time, as they require, while per-

mitting the cover lines literally

last-minute revisions. The area in

which the cover lines appear is

reversed (i.e., white type on black)

and the band containing the logo

and dateline is also in black, with

the logo in yellow. A sliver of

space separates the bands from
the color picture, both lightening

the impression and making
assembly much easier. The yellow
spine, a well-known character-

istic of the publication, was, of

course, retained. The new design

was introduced in 1970. An
updated, fine-tuned amendment
to the format done in 1981 is

shown opposite.

OIL&GAS
JOURNAL
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To help the logo stand out, clean up its surroundings

There are notes of six dif-

ferent sizes of type around the

"before" of Engineering News-

Record. In the first "after," the

housel<eeping facts are pulled

together into a relationship with

the logo in small italic capitals;

the cover line is the only element

that appears in different type, as

seems appropriate for creating the

desired emphasis. The second

"after" (by John de Cesare)

simplifies the image further by

reducing the logo to the acronym

by which the publication is known

by its readership, and concen-

trating everything in the single

small-type line above. Cover lines

are handled as each cover

subject demands.

Engineering ^'>
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To make the product look bigger, silhouette the picture

Two fundamental departures from

the original were made: strength-

ening the logo, and taking the

photo out of full bleed.

The logo, set in a typeface of

greater hard-edged strength, was
amended to fit the two words into

a single visual unit. Notice the

overlap of the D and C, the

double m, the ns ligature; there

are many other detailed refine-

ments of spacing and shaping to

personalize the plain tvpe into a

monogram logo. All the tightening

allowed it to be run much larger

than before.

The photo is silhouetted for

several reasons: (1) it focuses the

reader's attention onto the sub-

ject, (2) it encourages unexpected
enlargement and courageous

cropping— yielding startling

poster value, (3) it utilizes the

white space as an expansive,

bright contrast to the black logo,

(4i it allows several cover lines to

be placed on the page (here

neatly aligned on the D in the

logo).

DataODmmunications
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Placement of decorative logo at head or foot of page to add variety

The three examples shown here

illustrate the possibilities in logo

and cover-line placement that have

proved helpful in the design of the

covers issue to issue. The logo and

monogram as well as the color

block in which they appear are

deliberately large, for the poster

quality of the cover may possibly

depend upon them.

The outlined lettering (of the

same family as the department

headings and similar to the head-

line typography inside) allows

color manipulation that can be

quite decorative. The outline itself

can be in white, black, or color;

the "inside" of the letters can be

run in white, black, or color — as

solid, tint, or mixed with a tint of

black, or "transparent," as in the

example opposite; the panel can

be colorful, or grayish, or, as the

last example shows, preempted by

a full-bleed picture with no dire

consequences to the visibility of

the logo. The variety of effects thus

achievable makes the problem of

illustration choice far less crucial

than it had been in the past when
the cover stood or fell on the

success of the visual image alone.

A ^fVA.





Complete freedom in logo placement is a luxury allowed only where the picture

The editorial purpose of the cover

on HoofBeats is simply to show

the glamour of the sport of harness

racing. It is assumed that the

reader will react with delight and

recognition and will be unable to

resist opening the issue. Obviously

an ample supply of splendid pic-

tures is essential for this ploy.
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Two pictures are more likely to strike a responsive chord than just one

IMID-OCTOBER 1<

One of the major purposes of the

front cover is to get the reader

inside: to fascinate him enough
so he turns from a mildly inter-

ested observer into an enthusiastic

reader. Many newsstand maga-

zines have enriched their appeal

by adding a tiny picture or two
to the large image already there

{Time, People, etc.). The danger,

of course, is that by dividing

attention, it can cause dilution of

impact and some confusion. How-
ever, if the trick is done for good
reasons, it can serve publishing

tactics well.

Housing's special issue covers

two subjects of vital importance to

its readership. It would be folly

to show just one. By inserting the

secondary image (coupled with

the wording) into a relatively

unimportant area of a very strong

picture, the poster quality of the

large photo is retained, yet the

sales message is enhanced. Note,

also, the unusual handling of the

logo: it is an integral part of

the picture.

To ensure legibility, it has,

indeed, caused some problems in

picture choice, since the top of all

pictures must be dark enough and
not mottled; however, it has given

the product a distinct identity.



Kansas Farmer (just like

Michigan Farmer, page 21) relies

on photographs of familiar scenes

to put the reader in an accepting

mood. Yet it also needs to signal

the fact that it is not an armchair

travel book, but, rather, a hard-

hitting, tabloid-size, biweekly

newsmagazine. Since news photos

are seldom of good enough
quality to warrant full-bleed size,

a format was devised that would
allow an important news picture

to be inserted into the enticing

background in a box together

with the accompanying headline.

The news value of the photo is

thus retained, yet the cover can

hold on to its tempting mood.
The graphics here are reminiscent

of the Industrial Equipment News
cover (see page 16); however,

graphics are just the means to an

end and the ends are very

different.
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CONTEKTS

Once the reader has opened the magazine (because the cover has

done its work) chances are that he'll do one of three things:

1. He'll skim through the issue, riffle the pages, stop where fancy

strikes him. There is little we can do to influence this kind of

reader other than to give him an interesting product we hope

will intrigue him.

2. He'll go straight to the cover story (or another story whose title

he saw on the cover). Let us hope his interest will be sustained

by our efforts and that he'll stay with the magazine for a while.

3. He'll check the contents page to see what else might be worth

spending time on. So the contents page should be the instrument

by which the editors lead the reader deeper into the issue. It is

the editors' second chance to show off their wares.

To succeed, the contents page must be lucid, easy to absorb and

simple enough to require no effort on anyone's part to figure it out.

Also, the contents page must appear important, underlining

the inherent importance of the material covered by the publication.

Furthermore, the contents page must be easy to find; it must be

noticeable as a page, as well as be in a strategic position where the

reader cannot miss it. Normally page 3 or page 5 is where someone

unfamiliar with the magazine might look for the contents page

since they are the most common positions for it. But there are other

positions (such as the inside front cover or the first page of the

feature section) that can be used. The exact page used matters less

than the regularity of its use, since regularity creates habit patterns

and reader response. Forcing the reader to hunt for his guide-page

is not the best way to win friends and influence people.

There are three kinds of readers who use the contents page:

1. Those who already know what they are looking for in the issue

and are merely using the contents page as an index to find the

page reference. For them, the editorial matter should be clearly

organized and smoothly arranged so that they can skim the page

efficiently.
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2. Those who need to be sold on what the issue contains. For them,

the big ideas (i.e., the headlines) should pop off the page quickly

and clearly, and those headlines should be followed by a

secondary supportive line that explains the significance of the

story from the what's-in-it-for-you angle.

3. Those who would like to know the gist of the major articles

without having to plow through them. This pertains less to the

"vertical books" that specialize in a narrow segment of an industry

or profession and whose readers are probably interested in or

affected by everything the magazine has to report, than it pertains

to the "horizontal books" which cater to a broad spectrum of

readers who may be only peripherally interested in an in-depth study

of a specialty not their own but who would like to know about

its existence. For them, the contents page should provide a

capsule summary of each article.

And then there is another class of contents page users: the many

information hunters, such as librarians, or a reader who remembers

seeing a story way back in 1967, or even an editor who might need

to look up an old issue but is stymied by the index which doesn't

have the proper cross-reference. These people need the contents

page as a fast index. For them, the material should be efficiently

organized, too, according to a system that is logical for the par-

ticular publication — either by interest area, by author, by subject,

by date of development, by personality being written about, or

other suitable organizing principle.

^^'^^ui^^ite obviously no one page arrangement can possibly

succeed in pleasing all these groups. Nor should it try. As in all

matters of design in publications, the editors must first make up

their minds about what they want the page to accomplish. The

publisher may be allowed some input here, too! Once the direction

is set, a page makeup can be devised to fit the particular mix

deemed appropriate and desirable.

But before we get into that, it is necessary to list all the many

elements that need to be shoehorned into this page. Not all

publications necessarily require every single one of them —-yet it

is amazing how much can be packaged into a little SVs" x 10%"

rectangle. There are many publications that, mercifully, allow the

various elements of front matter to be split among several spaces.

But that is part of the solution. First, here's the problem:
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^ The table of contents itself, showing departments, headlines of the

major stories (with, possibly, a secondary line for each), bylines,

photographers' credits, interest-area labels, and, of course, page

references.

^ A label such as "contents". I have always waged war against

this tautological requirement; after all, what else can this page be,

IF it looks what it is?

* The logo for identification.

* The slogan of the publication, often helpful in defining the

readership served.

^ An historical reference to the longevity of the publication

("Founded in 1863") or the absorption of snob value antecedents

("Incorporating the Cement Pourer").

* The date of publication and volume and number information as

required by law and librarians.

^ Listing of the editorial staff shown in descending order of rank from

the Editor down, giving name and function (some even with

telephone numbers for quick access by the readership). To editors,

their name and relative position in the hierarchy are of great

concern. Changing the typographic makeup of these listings is

perhaps the most dangerous of all ventures in magazine design and

should never be attempted without protective armor.

The business staff is also often listed below the editors, but the

advertising sales staff is normally listed on the advertising index

page and the advertising sales director usually appears on both.

Some publications also require listing of professional advisors,

publication committee members, association directors, and so forth.

^ Association affiliations, usually in the form of heraldic emblems of

questionable aesthetic value.

^ The masthead: all the essential publishing information including

the parent company, officers, address, etc.; also information about

the frequency of publication, addresses of publication offices, where

to submit manuscripts, where to complain about subscription

problems or note change of address, and so on and so forth. The

United States Post Office requires some of this material to appear

within the first five pages of the periodical for it to qualify for

second-class postage privileges. Hence— and to simplify makeup

— much of the rest of the related material is run with it.

This masthead information could go on a vertical one-third,

combined with the list of editors; or it could be combined with a

"Letter from the Publisher" and go on a vertical two-thirds; or it

could become the gutter element in a full page, combined with the

table of contents itself. Or it can become one element in a

multipage sequence.
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The word "masthead," strictly speaking, describes just the

business information about the publication. It has, however, been

broadened to cover the list of editors, and, by implication, the

entire space in which it is run. So, sometimes, even the logo is

misnomered the "masthead" (when it isn't being called the "flag").

^ A miniature of the front cover, with its caption and credits.

•^ A paragraph or two announcing Coming Attractions.

^ Miniatures of pictures to dress up the page (as editors say) or to act

as signals for features inside.

^ Trumpeting a special article by abnormal treatment in bold type,

color, boxing, or even actual separation from the mainstream of

the contents.

Obviously there is enough material. What happens when this

plethora of raw information gets assembled without benefit of

editing-by-design? Here are a few of the most typical errors.

Too much material for the space allotted — so much so that the

reader turns away in terror, refusing to plow through all that,

preferring to take his chances at finding something of interest by

simply flipping through the pages. This is called the Blivet School of

Contents Page Makeup (two kilograms of offal in a one-kilogram

bag). It tends to be counterproductive.

Insufficient grouping; the page is gray all over. Size is a sign of

importance; the editors must make sure that the hierarchy of type

size corresponds to the editorial value each item has (though there

must not be too many sizes). Also, the space between elements

must be manipulated to group related subjects into visually logically

organized arrangements— by tightening up within a group and

enlarging the moats of space that separate one group from another.

Staff names too large (yes, that is possible) or, more likely, the job

title overwhelms the name in the staff listings.

Masthead material set in a face so small and dark that it looks

like a smudge.

0The "Bugs" (the armorial bearings of the associations) too large by

contrast to the surrounding typography, so that the eye cannot help

but alight on them.

Slogan too overbearing.

Date and volume information too large.
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The "coming next month" and "cover" information floats, fighting

the table of contents. This happens because these two items are

normally written as running copy, whereas the table of contents is

written tersely in tabular fashion. The two kinds of writing (and its

typographic visible form) do not work well together unless the

nontabular matter is graphically treated as subservient to the tabular.

The>he way in which the material is organized on the page varies with

the goals the editors have set. It also depends on the kind of

publication being designed, the number of pages available, the

number and kind of pictures to be accommodated, the nature of

the readership, and the same considerations which affected the

design of the cover also have a bearing here.

For instance, a publication whose pride lies in the distinguished

roster of its authors must have a page arrangement that displays their

names prominently; on the other hand, one whose source of pride

lies in its breadth of coverage of an entire industry requires an

arrangement that gives prominence to the interest-area labels which

indicate that breadth.

Another example: A general interest newsmagazine requires a

minimal listing of departments for quick reference to page numbers;

on the other hand, a "slower," more specialized periodical is

justified in devoting several pages to the contents using ample space

to run short summaries of the authoritative articles.

E /idently, designing a page that works is a tricky business,

requiring much finesse both in journalistic understanding (to

express what the editors require) and in design capacity (to make

that mass of unrelated bits and pieces sit on the page quietly, neatly,

as if they belong, yet give the page an overall graphic quality that

will make the reader stop and look).

Tricky though it be, there are some basic patterns that most

contents pages follow, in spite of the fact that there are probably

as many contents page designs as there are contents page designers.

A number of these designs are shown in the examples that follow,

some of them as "before-and-after" examples to make the style

points clear. Following the example pages is a catalog of ideas in

sketch form.
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A sequential presentation of the entire issue with emphasis on the headlines

^^ CONTENTS

VOLUME 3 NO. 7

22 Production control via the bill of materials processor

34 How WWII boosted the American labor movement

42 Public Law #91-596—a landmark in safety legislation

46 Warehouse relayout cuts operating costs

Warehousing costs an be reduced by simply reorganizing the place

49 What's in it for me?

De .ortaen.^

2 Authors

6 Letters

7 Opmion

52 Around the InsUtute

53 Members in the news

55 AIIE news roundup

58 IE digest

59 A word with you

60 Books

63 Software

64 Calendar

65 Transactions

Aui U!le Rodin. 1878-89.

The material contained in the

"before" as well as the "after" is

identical: important headlines of

each article; short descriptions of

each article; bylines; department

names; page numbers; and the

ancillary logo, dateline etc.

By reorganizing the available

space and articulating each story

by means of horizontal rules that

separate one from the next, a clear

overview of the entire issue is

achieved. The page numbers are

in a row at the far right edge. The

departments, which, as relatively

minor elements on the contents

' page, merely require a page ref-

erence for ease of finding, are run

ahead of and following the feature

section in the sequence in which

they appear in the issue. The

feature section is emphasized by

using the full page width, and by

allowing the first several words of

the headlines to be seen against

clear white space. Note that the

typeface of the headlines is no

blacker or larger than that used in

the "before" version. The white

space at the top of the page allows

space for expansion when more

items are included in abnormally

fat issues.
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Two contents pages whose design is based on the importance of the headlines

This page from Engenheiro

Moderno, the Brazilian publica-

tion, is designed to demonstrate

the wealth of material in the issue:

it is the "muchness" that matters

primarily, and secondarily, the

intrinsic interest of the articles

themselves. The "April" logo (the

month name is used in lieu of the

word "contents") and the 1,2,3,4,5

emphasize this muchness. The

numerals are also used at the head

of each story inside the issue. The

headlines and the story summaries

are strong and highly visible,

because they are staggered in the

space, each element visible against —-.

the white, rather than mixed up

together (as the heads and sum-

maries are in the "before" example

on page 38). The angular and

somewhat heavy character of the

typography and design is appropri-

ate to the subject and professional

readership of the publication.

Departments are referred to at the

foot of the page, and the cover is

in the left-hand margin.
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Beneath the attention-getting

frieze of random-size pictures that

refer to their stories by page

number, the entire contents are

organized about the vertical

column of page numbers. These

run sequentially as in the issue,

from top to bottom, down the

middle of the page. The depart-

ment headings and story sum-

maries are placed to the right of

this column spine, and the page

could exist as it is and make sense.

But weaving across this ver-

tical presentation, are horizontal

modules defined by hairline rules,

a single module per feature story .^~

Story headlines extend to the

farthest left edge of the page.

They could be (and are) discerned

bv themselves: they are a simple

list of titles, extremely easy to read,

one after the other. Thus the page

has a one/two punch: first the titles

can be skimmed, then the sum-

maries that might be of interest,

and later the position of the items

in the issue can be looked up. On
the surface it looks like a complex
system; but it is easy to figure out,

especially since the heads are nice

and black and pop out from the

page. It also helps to read Spanish.

Bofix 5cUaue3 v^^A^fe oseoP-fVe i^O'levc\ v«.i<iafsUp
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A sequential presentation of the entire issue

XEROX

LIBRARY
JOURNAL

This contents page has to include

the staff list as well as the mast-

head, forcing the actual contents

information into a vertical shape.

To clarify the structure at first

glance, the heavy vertical rule was

inserted as a separator between

masthead and contents, but the

two elements are tied together by

the logo that spans the entire page

and acts as a headline for both.

In the masthead area, the staff

names and functions were reset

one to a line since there is ample

room available; the logo of the

parent company was pushed into

the logical position next to the

business information about the

publication (the masthead, which

was kept unchanged).

The illogical placement of the

miniature reproduction of the front

cover picture was changed: it had

no relationship whatever to the

masthead material (though the

width of the column, as a shape,

was appropriate — but that is a

very wrong reason for putting an

item in a space!). Instead, the

picture was shifted into direct

relation with the cover story head-

line where it makes complete

editorial sense. Not only does this
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incorporating diverse elements in restricted space

remove the necessity of running a

separate descriptive caption for

the picture, but it also dresses up

the contents column, and it allows

the headline to act as caption,

too. The cover story gains im-

portance just bv this simple

change.

The contents themselves are

displayed in the sequence in which

they occur in the issue, item by

item. However, the clarity of

presentation is muddied by the

necessity of expressing three levels

of importance for these elements.

On the first level of importance are

the Features and the Book Review '

(Hence the bold rules and the

all-cap logos.) The second level is

the News — not deserving of bold

rules, but requiring long listing of

item heads and a boldface logo.

On the lowest level of importance

are the individual departments

which are designated simply by

name and page reference and a

separating hairline rule. Whether

this ranking is effective is debat-

able; whether it is even necessar\

is also questionable. In a page as

complex as the contents, the

simpler and more logical it can be,

the better.

XEROX

Ediloria

News:

V,e«po.nl 1679

Profess onal Readin e 1681

Checkl s. 1685

Maga. nes 1687

:::z:... Professional Reading .

BOOK '''"

Classih d I7M

Index. Advertisers 1718



Full spread devoted to contents separates the ''road map'' from the summaries

The "-before" and "after" examples

from Chemical Engineering con-

tain the same material, but the

"after" has been rearranged to

emphasize what is editorially

important: service to the reader.

And it attempts to do it as clearly

and flexibly as possible within a

tight framework. This is a typical

case of editing, using that term in

an organizational, visual, graphic,

and placement sense. It is also a

case of quite simple rearrangement

of space and emphasis through

typographic sizing and "color."

The "before" left-hand page

appears spotty (though each indi-

vidual element on it is certainly

nicely visible.) It is not sequentially

organized, however, because it

pulls the feature report out of its

proper turn and separates the

regular features from the other

stories. This organization reflects

the editors' judgment of the rela-

tive importance of the various

elements, but it does so at the cost

of muddling the reader who finds

it hard to know where to look or

how to use the page as a reference

guide.

The right-hand page also

leaves much to be desired in its

basic arrangement; much valuable

white space is wasted at the top

(if the logo weren't so large, then

the white space might possibly

have been useful in attracting

attention to the spread; but the

large logo PLUS all this space is

overkill). The summaries them-

selves — which are the main point

Chemical
Engineering

Contents

Highlights Of This Issue
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of the whole page — are squeezed

between an unnecessary headline

and the masthead at the foot of the

page. The summaries certainly read

as a listing, but there is a slowness,

a lack of urgency, an ordinariness

about them, which detracts from

their purpose of exciting the

reader and encouraging him

sufficiently to open the issue and

find out more about the fascinat-

ing material outlined here.

The "after" shows the ruthless

reorganization of the same material

deemed necessary to make the

most of the hidden opportunities.

First of all, the available space was

reorganized: the masthead was

pulled off the right-hand page and

set in a narrow vertical column

hidden in the gutter of the left-

hand page. That way the right-hand

page was freed of encumbrances

and could be developed as a full

page of important-looking sum-

maries. The space remaining on

the left side of the left-hand page

could be used for placing a sim-

plified sequential listing of the

entire issue in a single, wide

column. This page pretends to be

nothing more than a listing •— and,

as such, is excellent for reference.

It sells nothing, summarizes

nothing, dresses up nothing. All it

does is inform. The selling job is

left to the summaries on the op-

posite page. The cover blurb and

next-issue blurb are run at the foot

of this listing to separate them

from the summaries.

The result of the reorganiza-

tion is that instead of four inter-

twined columns of material

crossing the spread, there are now
just three; but each of these three

is clearly self-contained, naturally

expressive of its own material.

The shapes and the contents fit

each other— that's what makes

the spread easy to understand.

Two details should be noted:

the features listed on the left-

hand page are set bold and run in

color to give them extra visibilitv;

and the various articles empha-

sized on the right-hand page are

classified by their departments by

means of the free-standing head-

ings, so that initial reference as

well as cross-reference to the

listing opposite can be made
easily.

Seffjc^«^Al ^""i^'M
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Two consecutive right-hand pages: the ''road map'' on the first

INDICE
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summaries on the second

This is a variation of the spread

shown in the preceding example;

the two pages are used similarly.

Page 1, here, has a clearly placed

sequential listing of the contents

of the whole issue. The page num-

bers form the demarcation line

between features and departments.

The departments branch off to the

right (and are styled to look like

miniatures of the logo). The fea-

ture titles lead into the numbers

from the left.

Page 2 repeats the feature

titles and the pattern of the page

numbers but fleshes out each title

with a summary of the article. The--~.

outside space, used for depart-

ment headings on page 1, is

utilized here for the attention-

getting pictures.

As a point of interest: these

two pages were redesigned, com-

bined into one, when space in the

publication became scarce. The

page shown here, therefore, is the

"before"; the "after" is on page 41.

INSTANTANEA DE MM

VACACIONES EN EL CARIBE MAS BARATAS QUE EN EUROPA 38 ,*;J<I

al Caribe; Jamaica. Cayman Islands. Haiti, Bahamas. Mas cerca y mas

COC1HES PARA DAR VIDA A SUS REUNIONES SOCIALES 52

GUIA PARA PERFECCiONAR SUS FOTOGRAFIAS EN COLOR 72

ESQUEMA PARA INSTALAR EL SONIDO EN SU CONSULTORIO 80

O PUEDE UD. IMPORTAR INSTRUMENTAL SIN PROBLEMAS



Contents on a page and a spread

The "before" and "after" shown in

this example illustrate a compara-

tively superficial redesign. The

spaces were already well defined:

the first page is a "road map" of

the issue as a whole, the succeed-

ing spread contains the summaries

of the articles in this Brazilian

business magazine. The redesign

merely clarifies the elements,

improves their legibility, and adds

a little decorative color.

On page 1, the page numbers

become the organizing spine for

the page; the interest-area designa-

tions read in from the left, the

headlines read out at the right.

This format is much more legible

than the "before" handling which

just overlaps the same material,

and uses the available space to its

full potential. The masthead lines

are widened, becoming a base for

the whole page, and the logo is

placed higher. The date becomes

the focal point for the page.

In the succeeding spread, the b^i^a-
logo is dropped altogether since

the miniature of the front cover, ^jHorf -^

suffices to identify the page. Re-

moving this element allows

smooth alignment of the tops of

the four text columns, which is

emphasized by the double rule

that runs across both pages. This

smoothness becomes a good con-

trast to the pictures, which are

taken out of alignment and are

toyed with in random, overlapping

fashion. In the presentation of the

summaries, the page numbers are,

again, emphasized by a variety of

techniques, including underscor-

ing. Beneath the underscore are

the headlines. Bunching of the type

on the left-hand edge of each

headline leaves clean, white gaps

at the right-hand edges which act

as foils to the type, making it

appear darker than it in fact is. The

pattern of typography within each

column is strong enough to allow

random column lengths at the foot

of the page (the columns "hang"

down from the horizontal rule).

This makes makeup somewhat
easier. The vertical rules between

columns help to "clean up" each

column.
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A spread, whose arrangement identifies the five sectors of the publication

Quite a different approach to

spatial organization is shown in

this contents page solution. The

sequential flow of the material is

there, the various headlines are

there, but the organization is based

on yet another criterion: reflecting

the book's division into five

sectors. But two important ele-

ments must be disposed of first:

the logo and dateline and the staff

listing. The former are in the best,

most visible reference position on

the spread — the top right-hand

corner. And the staff listing, in its

light and restrained type dress, is

positioned at the far left. This, too,

is an important position on the

spread (but, then, the staff listing

is also important). The use of pale

type helps to separate the listing

visually from the contents and its

many boldface elements.

The space left over after the

logo and staff listing are posi-

tioned, is then defined by the very

strong horizontal rule, which

becomes the major graphic orga-

nizing element of the spread.

Suspended from the rule are

five separate columns, each deal-

ing with one sector of the issue —
all familiar to the readership. The

strength of the horizontal element

is such that it allows the columns

to be of random length, as the

material requires.

The sequence of placement of

the elements within the columns

follows the sequence in which

they appear in the issue (with a

few minor exceptions). The refer-

ence to next month's issue is an

element that does not quite fit the

pattern, and, as such, is somewhat

jarring. However, placing it at the

very end of the flow minimizes

the problem; it seems impossible

to invent a system that will fit all

exigencies.

The miniature reproduction of

the front cover illustration appears,

with its credits and description,

perched atop the horizontal rule

and, therefore, is clearly the start-

ing point of the entire sequence,

in much the same way that a large

upstanding initial draws the eye

to the start of a column of text.

THl RKOKO Rl PORTS

w,
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Contents page designs based on flexible picture-and-caption units

In Construction Methods & Equip-

ment magazine, the feature stories

are deliberately played up on the

contents page, and the depart-

ments merely listed alongside.

Each story must be shown not only

with a headline, but with a sum-

mary and a picture as well.

Naturally, the headlines have to

be long, the summaries flexible in

length, and the pictures of any

shape necessary •
•

To make the assembly of such

hopelessly complex pages possible

without each one turning into a

major design problem, a series of

predesigned grids was worked out,

such as the ones shown here. The

principle behind this technique, of

course, is the one of camouflage,

or misdirection of the reader's

consciousness from the compara-

tive messiness of the items them-

selves, to the smooth neatness of

the containers in which they are

encased. It is packaging, pure and

simple — but it works, especially

when the grid is run in color. The

examples shown here are typical

of the single-page and spread

versions of the system.

m
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SH FORMS

Many publications have a "flash form" — a four- or eight-page

sheet that goes to press at the very last moment (i.e., it "closes late"

— that's why it is called the "late-closing" form). It is bound into

the magazine as the last step in production ; it can therefore carry

the latest stop-press news. Of course such news can't possibly be as

up-to-the-minute as that in today's newspaper, since production and

distribution of the periodical takes time. However, it is generally

accepted that such a group of late-closing pages is a positive

attribute of specialized publications and, as such, deserves to be

handled wisely and subtly, in order to bring out its maximum

potential.

Many publications do not have a true late-closing form, but

nevertheless, recognizing its sales and public relations value, they

ape the real thing by plagiarizing the design techniques that the

honest ones use. The sham becomes transparent once the page is

read, but the fact that pages which have the look of flash forms are

there seems to add extra value to the publication.

Whether the flash form pages are honest or sham is, alas,

immaterial as far as page design goes. The effectiveness of graphic

image is not affected by the freshness or the staleness of the content

— so here are some of the elements often used, which combine to

give the required look. How they are combined, how the subtlety

of proportion and spacing and typographic "color" are handled can

make all the difference between a page that looks fresh and

interesting and a page that is obviously a rip-off, a cliche, a pastiche

of all the other "News from Washington" pages the editors have

seen over the past years.

What are the basic elements?

. Color of stock. If the late-closing form is, indeed, a true late-

closer, it is often economically possible to print on a paper of

different color and texture from the rest of the publication. Here is

the prime method of calling attention to this section of the

magazine, since it looks different (it can even be seen at the edge

of the closed issue) and feels different (rougher, softer) than the

surrounding stock. Usually it is a yellow or buff-colored paper
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since this seems to be visible yet restrained enough to appear

obviously "editorial" (with the commensurate dignity required)

and thus cannot be mistaken for an advertising insert which is likely

to be colored more flamboyantly. Other commonly used colors are

pale blue, pale orange, pale green, and sometimes, though not too

often, thank goodness, pale pink. In any case the color is likely to

be pale, because the paleness ensures that the black type printed on

it will be easily legible; the contrast between the ink and the paper

color are crucial.

What do the quasi-late-closers do? To help their pretense of

having a make-believe insert, they use cans and cans of ink to print

a second color full-bleed over the page. (The hue is normally

brighter, more unsubtle, cruder than actual colored paper.) This

coating of colored ink may actually create the illusion of a second

stock— assuming that both sides of the page get the full treatment.

But this seldom happens because the way the pages are laid out for

printing prior to folding and trimming makes coloring both sides of

a page impractical. The advertisers get preference, obviously, which

is only right, since they are footing the bills. So you often find an

"insert" that appears to be an insert all right, until you turn the page

and discover that the emperor has no clothes: one side of the paper

is colored, but the other side is not, and so the illusion is shattered.

Nevertheless, whether the ink is printed on one side or both, the

tactile and textural difference between the two paper stocks is

nonexistent— although the color-inked side probably will be

somewhat more slimy and shiny than the neighboring pages,

because of all that glossy ink. So the trick seldom, if ever, works

the way the editors hope it will.

2. The logo. There must be some sort of department heading that

links the flash form to the other departments clearly, making it into

an element in a chain of elements, albeit a most important one.

Usually the slug reads "Washington," since most industry and

professional news of political consequence or indicating future

trends emanates from there. However, there are publications which

merely call this page "Late News" and yet others who invent their
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own label usually based on a pun or inside joke of some sort, such

as Chemical Engineering's "Chementator" or Modern Plastics'

"Plastiscope." Whatever the wording, the typography must be

of-a-piece with the rest of the department headings.

3. The date. This information is often run in conjunction with the

logo, to reinforce further the impression that this page is a

newsletter being sent to the recipient as a sort of bonus bound

into the magazine.

4. The writer's name and/or picture. If the report is written by a

special writer retained by the publication to inform the readers of

the inside scoops, then his name rightfully belongs on the page, not

merely because he probably deserves the byline, but because his

very presence brings credit to the publication. Sometimes, the name

of the editor is used if he is known and respected by the readership

and can thus add a degree of lustre (or credibility) to the information.

5. The typography. There are three schools of thought here— each

has its adherents, each its detractors and drawbacks. Examples of

each can be found on the pages that follow.

(a) Large-type, wide-measure, heavy-handed school, that trumpets

its items few to the page, possibly using some boldface lead-ins

for emphasis

(b) Normal-type, normal-measure school, which relies on headlines

to do its trumpeting (and there are lots of headlines per page)

(c) Typewriter-type school, that carries the newsletter-bound-

into-the-issue illusion to its ultimate graphic conclusion

The choice of type is further complicated by the problem of head-

lines. This is, obviously, not just a design consideration, but must be

integral with the thinking of the editors and the way the items are

written.

Thus school (a) can eschew the use of boldface lead-ins and

substitute headlines in some way: either stacked in the left-hand

margin, or run as single-liners, poking out into the left-hand margin.

Or it can compromise and run boldface lead-ins as outriggers in the

left-hand margin.



II

School (b) can stack headlines, run them as outriggers, span

two columns, three columns, or whatever; the clanger here is that

the more "normal" the page arrangement, the less "special" it is,

losing some of its importance in the process.

School (c) has a problem with headlines since typewriter type

comes in one size only. As soon as different sizes are combined, the

illusion of that typewritten letter is weakened (even though people

are becoming accustomed to copy from typewriters with inter-

changeable typefaces). The entire illusion, however, goes out the

window when real boldface typset type is thrown In to make the

headlines bolder. If typewriter type must be used, then its limitations

must be accepted and a design format devised that will overcome

them (see page 83).

6. Decorative elements (such as rules and borders, etc.). The same

principles apply here as in other situations where extraneous graphic

material Is brought into play: there is no reason why decorative

elements should not be used, as long as they are used with a

specific purpose in mind. Decoration, in itself. Is a perfectly accept-

able purpose, but when coupled with another good reason, the

likelihood is that the solution will make good sense and create

graphic character with impact and serious value.

What are such good reasons? Creation of "color," for instance,

by making contrast between very thin elements and very black

elements, such "color" adds a liveliness to the page that It would

lack if it were in plain type. Or creating a "box" that individualizes

this page from all the others, thereby giving it its aura of extra

Importance. Or running two hairline rules up the page, bleeding

top and bottom, creating a tall, thin channel, within which the

material is placed — not terribly useful on a single page, but

extremely useful on a multipage insert where the vertical rules act

as railroad tracks from page to page, linking the pages together with

minimal bumps. Or placing "masts" up the center of the page from

which to suspend the items on either side. Or running color rules

between items, both to split them up, as well as to create a "net"

within which the items are disposed. Or for one of the purposes

suggested by the examples on the next few pages.
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Short items: the essence of the material

It doesn't matter how the items are

arranged on the page, as long as

this one crucial feature comes

across immediately: each item is

short. This is not merely a charac-

teristic of the material to be played

up in order to make the most of it

visually, but is also a useful reader-

attractor since short items always

receive the most attention. (It

looks as though it is no work to go

through a group of little snippets,

whereas a page of solid gray type

would seem much more threaten-

ing drudgery.)

This example from Electrical

Construction and Maintenance is ^
about as simple a presentation as

can be devised: separation is

achieved by means of rules be-

tween the items; boldface lead-ins

are used in lieu of headlines; there

is lots of white space to make the

page stand out — vet it remains

part of a continuum by virtue of

the logo which is reminiscent in

design of all other department

headings.

XA/ASHINGTON REPORT

ta^P igns that inflation is in fact here and increasing are beginning

to multiply, and pressure for stronger economic measures to combat

it is building up, both within government and out. Business econo-

mists and financial experts, and some government economists, agree

that the time is already past when the Administration should take

decisive action to curb this inflation before it gets out of hand. The

big question is what action to take to provide the needed restraint

to the economy, and relieve some of the pressures which are contrib-

uting to inflation.

Late last month. President Johnson reaflirmed that he did not

want to push for an anti-inflationary tax increase prematurely, and

cited a number of economic trends that are having some dampening

effect on the economy. These included tax actions already adopted,

a slowdown of the money supply and growth of business loans, and

a 17% drop in housing starts in Februar>-.

Spending for new plant and equipment will rise $8 billion to $60

billion this year, according to the latest quarterly sun-ey conducted

by Dept. of Commerce—Securities & Exchange Commission. This

forecast is generally causing concern among officials, who fear it

could overextend the construction and equipment industries, adding

to inflationary pressures. In 1965's final quarter, capital-investment

spending was at a $5-5,350 million annual rate, and 1966's first quar-

ter was expected to total $57,200 million. The average annual rate

predicted for the second half of this year is $62,200 million.

.\n additional 200,000 tons of copper was released from the Fed-

eral stockpile late last month by President Johnson, chiefly to meet

mounting need for the metal in the Vietnam war. This action was

also expected to dampen pressure for a copper price increase.

-K pay raise for Federal employees of exactly 3.2'^ was proposed by

President Johnson early in March. This conforms to the Administra-

tion's wage guideline for labor and industry. Federal employee's pay

has increased by more than 16^ since 1961.

Estimates for 1966 gross national product (GNP) keep climbing

as business activity keeps accelerating and defense spending, with

its multiplier effect on the rest of the economy, keeps going up. Fore-

casts now range from $724 billion to $735 billion, versus earlier fore-

casts of $720 to $725 billion.

Unemployment in February dropped to 3.7% of the total labor

force, the lowest rate since 1953. The rate was down to 2.6% during

the Korean War.

Industrial output rose to a record during February, when it was

151.3% of the 19.57-59 average. A year earlier it was 139.2%. During

the same month personal income jumped $4 billion, at a seasonally

adjusted annual rate, to a record $556.3 billion.



Two-col umns-per-page organization

In this page from Dental Econom-

ics the individual items are kept

within a maximum of five and

minimum of three lines apiece;

with this basic visual definition of

the raw material, it is possible to

devise a page arrangement that

will make the staccato rhythm

come across unequivocally, giving

the page its individuality. Here the

heavy, horizontal rules are run in

color, helping dress up the page

even further. (See page 182 for

another example of a department

from this publication and compare

the differences and similarities of

graphic treatment of the two sets

of materials.)
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.or a single, extra-wide column organization

This is the important first page of a

multipage news section. As such it

must carry the major news stories

as well as act as "opener." The

extra wide setting (highly unchar-

acteristic of the magazine as a

whole) and the geometrically

simple page arrangement (which

is, indeed, quite characteristic of

it) meet both these requirements.

The boldface lead-ins to the items

ought to be restricted to one line

only, and, to help legibility as well

as continue the shortness-of-items

principle, the items ought not to

exceed five lines apiece. The

variety produced on the page bv
~"^~-

the different item lengths is a

positive factor— as variety — but

one wonders whether a couple

more short items culled from the

long ones, might not make the

page even more successful.

THE RECORD REPORTS



Longer items require strong headlines to entice the reader's scrutiny

The two examples shown here are

similar solutions to the problem

of getting the reader interested in

slightly longer items. In fact, the

texts are not all that long, though

the large (twelve point) type makes

it appear as though they were.

The contents, however, are of great

importance to the readership and

thus warrant a stentorian tone of

voice, one with obvious authority.

Big type, set widely, is the most

forthright visual signal of such

tone, assuming that the typeface

itself has the right character.

Baskerville {Engineering News-

Record's body copy face) and

Century Expanded {Construction

Methods and Equipment's face)

both are dignified and strong

enough to do the job.

The headlines that jut out like

outriggers into the white space of

the left-hand margin are highly

visible and help lead the eye right

into the text. They are visible

because of their blackness (in spite

of the fact that the type size is

only twelve point) and because of

the white space against which

they contrast.

The outrigger boldface lead-

ins in the example on the next

page are better at pulling the

eye into the text, since they lead

directly into it; however, technical

typesetting requirements dictate

that the boldface headlines in both

the examples here be set on

separate lines.

ENR WASHINGTON OBSERVER

Transportation measures clear Congress in waning hours
Major legislation affecting highways, airport development and railroad construc-

tion moved through final congressional steps in the closing days of the congres-

sional session. In a last-minute move, the House approved by a vote of 410 to 7 the

federal highway aid bill (H.R. 8235), which extends the Highway Trust Fund for

two years and provides an unspecified amount for the Interstate program The
measure also includes $800 million for the primary road system, S400 million for

the secondary system, S800 million for the urban system and $400 million for the

urban extension system. Senate-House conferees must now meet to resolve differ-

ences with the Senate's S. 27 11, which has lower funding levels

In a separate action, the House approved its aid to airport development bill

(H.R. 9771) after restoring a provision for terminal improvements. Funding was

set at $2.3 billion over three years. Both houses of Congress passed a S6.5-billion

railroad aid bill (S.2718) that includes $2.4 billion for construction improvements

in the Northeast corridor. The fate of the measure is in doubt. Transportation Sec-

retary William T. Coleman recommends a veto, prompting congressional leaders

to withhold the bill until Congress returns, to block a potential pocket veto by the

President

AGC fights expansion of small contractor surety bond program
The Small Business Administration (SBA) surety bond guarantee program for

small construction contractors is coming under fire from the Associated General

Contractors (AGC) The contractors' association claims that marginal firms, lacking

the stability to secure bonding on the open market, are unfairly propped up by a

plan under which .SBA provides guarantee assistance for companies with an annual

volume up to $2 million. The program encourages companies to take "unnecessary

risks on jobs for which they do not have the qualifications or experience to obtain

commercial bonding," AGC officials are telling congressional committees.

AGC wants Congress to make it clear to SBA that it should not have raised the

volume ceiling of $750,000, which was in effect until two years ago. The agency ad-

justed the amount upward after determining that many general contractors with

higher gross receipts were unable to obtain bonds.

Trade commission joins battle for professional advertising

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in separate challenges involving physicians

and optometrists has joined the Justice Department in its battle against advertis-

ing bans on professional services. Commission spokesmen will not say whether

similar action against construction design organizations is to be expected, but

clearly all restrictions on professional advertising will be challenged by one or the

other of the federal agencies.

The FTC filed complaints against the American Medical Association, charging

that its policies prevent physicians from advertising and against ophthalmologists

and optometrists over eyeglasses advertising. In both cases, the commission is de-

manding that the groups "cease taking any action which interferes with a . . .

(professional's) right to advertise his services or to otherwise engage in open and

free competition" with other professionals.
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Export Expansion Act still alive

Don't give up hope for the Export Expansion Act. It may still become law,

but probably not before next year.

The construction industrj- has a large stake in the bill. John E. Quinn,

executive secretary of the National Constructors Assn., has said approval

would mean an increase of $2 billion to $3 billion annually for the 35 com-

panies in NCA.

The bill is complex, but two provisions are particularly important to the

construction industry. One would authorize several U.S. firms to enter into

cost sharing contracts with the Commerce Dept. to develop export programs

in various ways, including the preparation bids on foreign projects.

Another provision would establish a Commission on Foreign Procurement

Practices which would recommend federal government action to assure that

bids by firms in individual foreign countries receive no more favorable treat-

ment in the U.S. than that accorded to bids by U.S. firms in that country.

Among these provisions is one offering an antitrust exemption to U.S.

firms forming a combine for bidding on foreign work. U.S. international con-

tractors have long argued that the antitrust laws have worked at a disadvan-

tage to them in attempting to win foreign work.

The bill (S.2754), sponsored by Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), has now
been divided into six separate pieces of legislation to get around problems of

congressional jurisdiction.

In Congress' rush to get away for the summer political conventions, the

measures are unlikely to move very far. Magnuson, however, is among the

most powerful of Senators and as chairman of the Commerce Committee he

is in a position to see to it that the issue is kept alive.

International banks may be cut
The Administration's proposal for appropriations for international banking

authorities may be cut by Congress again this year.

These requests are stalled at the subcommittee level pending Congres-

sional action on the authorization legislation for security assistance. Action

on the appropriations is not likely before fall and all face substantial cuts in

the House where Rep. Otto Passman (D-La.) has great influence as chairman

of the Foreign Operations Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Com-
mittee. Passman is highly critical of Nixon's policy of putting more foreign

aid through multilateral institutions which Passman believes dilutes the con-

trol of Congress and loses export business for U.S. companies.

Although the U.S. construction industry has complained in the past that

the procurement practices of the international financial institutions are

weighted against American firms, U.S. contractors still stand to get some
business from the multilateral agencies. U.S. contractors and engineering

firms in recent years have done quite well in bidding on projects financed by

international development institutions, winning a share of the business

roughly comparable to the U.S. contributions to those institutions.



Two-col umns-out-of-three used as basis for design variations

The two versions of Modern

Plastics' "Plastiscope" section

show the two degrees of import-

ance assigned to the material on

the pages: the more important,

stop-press material, right, is set in

larger scale, using double-column

width with long outrigger-type

boldface lead-ins to carry the eye

into the text. The department's

second division, opposite, (which

starts on a new page in the back of

the book) carries the more mun-

dane, less important stories; the

normal column width is used, with

free-standing headlines that are

positioned similarly to the out- "~~~~-

riggers, but here span the full page,

also covering the illustrations

which are placed in the far left

column.

The tone intended by the editors

becomes quite evident when the

two pages are compared — yet

makeup is absolutely standard

and simple.

THE PLASTISCOPE

Plastics respond to the general business l(

compared to othe

The first-half sa

)e discussed later. If this first-half figure

1 of what the total for 1967 is going to

t the second half will exceed the first ha

How the major plastics stacked up at mid-year

half of 1967, cuvcnntithcl

e not reported by the Con-

For the polyolefins, it's of "high hopes" Low density PE c jnsumption is expected to be

.ibout the same in 1967 as m 1966. n.imcly. : nds It could even

uo to 2.6 billion, but through September thcr t no inditation o

the kind of big raise that would ha^e to conic hat volume. Film

urade resin sales, which account for almost 1)'^^ of do mcMic sales, were

506.3 million lb. in the first half of 1967 vers s 54.3 mill in lb. in the same

period of 1966. The 1967 film figure could h ve been infl uenccd by a large

inventory buildup in the last few months of 1966 by e truders. In 1967

the industry expects a sale of at least 2.25 bill on lb., a lit

low density PE export market is not yet clea —It varies considerably from

month to month, but at last count was slighll y under 19f 6.



THE PLASTISCOPE

German breweries introduce test beer bottles— blow molded from PVC

4
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Tan-colored stock insert is the major recognition factor of four-page section

Chementator.

The Soc. of the PlasUcs Industry (SPl) and s ime 20 chemical and plastics firms

haUenged the standard after OSHA announced

974, p. 52), mainly the grounds that it is jnnecessarily harsh and technolog-

eally infeasible. But the court disagrees, saymg n part that ihe companies "simply

ne^d more faith in their c wn technological potent alities.-

The rulmg opens a possibllity of easement or PVC fabricators. OSHA's new

regulation covers them mpanies that make or polymerize

vinyl chloride; but the court says that if vinyl c iloride levels prove to be sporadic

and low at PVC fabrica ng plants, the fabricate s might be exempted (or subjected

a less rigorous standard).

The 1-ppm. ceilmg was origmally to go mto Reel Jan. 1, but in December SPI

won a stay pending the Jan. 31) decision. As o now. the effective date is April 1.

China might become a major n

Peking discussing
j

Japanese technical

And Japan is looking closer to home for oil, too, via an agreement with the U.S.S.R. over

exploration and development of petroleum (and gas) resources off Sakhalin Island,

just north of Japan and east of Siberia. The Japanese are talking with Gulf Oil about

possible participation, as a supplier of capital and knowhow.

Under the agreement. Japan's Sakhalin Oil Development Cooperation Co. will

extend to the Soviets a $100-million credit repayable only if oil and gas are found,

plus a $52.5-million regular credit. Once oil production starts, the U.S.S.R. will

supply Japan with 50% of it over a 28-yr period—at a price 8.4% below the

prevailing international level, for the first ten years.

Two other Japanese-Soviet agreements for Soviet oil or gas development, in the

Tyumen and Yakutsk regions, are currently stalled because of staggering capital

requirements. Japanese observers give Ihe Sakhalin venture a better chance of

success, because its closeness to Japan will keep transportation investments down.

If the project materializes, it should considerably ease Japan's heavy dependence on

feasibiUty studies by the two con

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING/ FEBRUARY 17, 1975

Chemical Engineering's biweekly

flash form is the best read an(J

most informative collection of

essential news available to its

readership. It is one of the most

important elements in the publica-

tion and must, therefore, be

instantly accessible. The familiar,

colored stock can be discerned

just by looking at the edge of the

closed issue, and when the pages

are flipped, the section is impossi-

ble to miss. The colored stock is

the department's prime recog-

nition symbol.

The "before," left, shows the

typographic arrangement as it was

imposed on the stock: the legi-

bility and arrangement were

perfectly satisfactory, merely lack-

ing sparkle. This was, perhaps due

to the choice of rather tired

typefaces; and the logo was much

too large (why gild the lily when

the stock itself does the attention

alerting?).

The "after," opposite, retains

the wide-column setting, actually

somewhat wider to accommodate

the same number of characters

per line as before but allow for

the wider Baskerville type that

replaced the narrow Times Roman.

The two vertical rules alongside

the column were introduced not

just to make the page look

"different" or to give it some

vague image of "printout" or

"galley"; they were brought in

because, in some mysterious way,

they manage to tie the four pages

together into a smoothly flowing

unit, a single strand instead of

four individual page-long

segments.

The outrigger lead-ins were

therefore sacrificed and brought

flush with the left edge of the type

column. To signal the start of each

item and to reinforce the blackness

of each headline, a six-pica-long

stub overscore was placed above

each lead-in.

The logo is handled the same

way as all other department head-

ings; the dateline is smaller but

still very much in evidence; folio

and footline are centered.



CHEMENTATOR

New catalysts for automobile catalytic converters withstand leaded gasoline com-

bustion products. Developed by Du Pont, and now undergoing tests, the catalysts

are billed as a "major breakthrough" by company scientists

The basic ingredient is a synthetic crystal, resembling perovskite in structure,

thai is built up from lanthanum, strontium and cobalt oxides. The crystal incorpo-

rates active catalytic components such as platinum, ruthenium and palladium,

while screening these materials from lead and other poisons. U.S. Patent No.

3,897,367 was issued for the invention in late July

Besides resistance to lead, Du Pont claims the formulation has many other ad-

vantages over conventional catalysts, including durability, thermal stability, and

resistance to phosphorus, sulfur and. under most conditions, halogens. To back up

these claims, the company is conducting automotive tests, and so far has chalked

up over 20,000 miles on 1975 vehicles

1,1-trichloroethane do na cause cancer, according to

Dow Chemical Co., which has reported preliminary results o more than

on rats This conclusion, i it holds up to critical review.

would clear the way for lition of the two s or trichlor ethylene.

which the National Cancer Inst tute singled out in a Mar h "memor uidum of

alert" as a possible carcinogen.

Of all the 192 animals to 1,1,1-trichloroe

exposed to perchloroethv ene, on V one suspicious li ver tum jr was found (several

others were of a tvpe common to rats) The liver turnor occu rred in a female that

had been mhalmg 1.750 ppm o 1,1.1-trichloroethane-or about four imes the

peak vapor-exposure-limi nended bv the American C onference o f Govern-

mental Industrial Hygien sts. Bu Dow scientists con eluded hat the sta

cidence of this tvpe of tumor waIS the same in con rol and exposed ra s; hence,

1,1.1-trichloroethane is no indicated as a cancer-pro ducingagent.

Studies on other chlori ated solvents produced by Dow are in variou stages at

the company's Midland Mich laboratories. Per hloroet ivlene and

chloroethane were given t op prior

Polyimide resins capable of withstanding temperatures of 700'F

groomed by Gulf Oil Chemicals Co., as the company nears completion of the first

commercial plant to make a major component for the resins, BTDA (benzo-

phenone-tetracarboxylic dianhydride).

While getting ready to produce BTDA, Gulf purchased technology from

Hughes Aircraft Co. for the resins. Described as a new class of addition-curable

thermosetting polyimides, these resins are claimed to exhibit exceptional thermal

stability jmd ease of processing. Conventional polyimides withstand temperatures

of no more than 550°F. The resins can be used as adhesives, or to bind molybde-

num disulfide (at ratios of about 70:30 resin-to-moly), and then be compressed un-

der heat to yield not an adhesive but a solid lubricant.

The multimillion-dollar BTDA facility at Gulfs Jayhawk Works in south-

eastern Kansas, near Pittsburg, should begin operation at the end of this month.

No production unit exists yet for the polyimide resins, except for bench-scale facil-

ities that provide the U.S. Air Force with small quantities. On a commercial basis,



Last minute news, hot off the typewriter

These two examples are both from

Industrial Marketing. The "before,"

right, uses both typewriter type

and blue ink tinting over the whole

page in an attempt to create the

impression of a super-rush late-

closing. One assumes that the

reader will accept the implication

that the logo and the typeset

heading were preprinted and that

the typewritten matter is imposed

thereon as on a letterhead.

The "after" version, opposite,

eschews the use of colored ink

altogether, preferring to give the

illusion of a "letter" by means of

the ruled box which seems to —__

define the edge of a piece of

paper placed on the page. Neither

version can be as realistic or

successful as if the "letter" had

actually been typed and then a

photograph of it reproduced as a

halftone, with a "shadow" cast by

the letter completing the illusion.

Fortunately neither version

uses regular typeset type for head-

lines as is too often done: obvi-

ously the introduction of material

that cannot possibly have been set

on a typewriter must immediately

destroy the hot-off-the-typewriter

illusion that the editors are trying

to create.

The "before" illustrates a very

normal typewritten page makeup,

with the indentions, underscorings,

capitalizations, and spacings that

come naturally to the medium. The

"after" adds a degree of graphic

play to this natural use of the

medium: by manipulating the

space, it allows more imaginative

use of the lead-ins, tucking the

headline sentences into the white

space that "belongs" to the pre-

ceding story. Thus much greater

attention-grabbing capacity is built

into the format. Yes, the page is

gray all over, but that is a deliber-

ate ruse and a positive attribute

IF the typewriter illusion is deemed
desirable.
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DEPARTMENTS

This is a generic term, referring to all the pages normally run in a

publication that are not "feature stories," the cover, or advertising

pages. Thus, strictly speaking, all the other chapters in this book

discuss "departments." Hovi^ever, since it is logical to break various

departments out of the total package for separate treatment, this

chapter deals with general principles— whatever isn't covered

elsewhere.

Department pages are, by definition, individual pages scattered

throughout the publication, somewhere among the ads. There are,

of course, many exceptions to this generalization : sometimes a

department is so important and so large that it begins to be the tail

wagging the dog, or sometimes, where it is a good tactical ruse, it

is positioned within the "editorial well" (i.e., the feature section).

But, for most publications, the scattered-throughout-the-magazine

definition holds true. It holds true in enough cases to warrant

thinking of the pages that way and to design them in such a way as

to make the most of them.

Designing departments, surrounded as they are by flamboyant

visual materials in the ads, is not easy. Certain basic principles must

be accepted and followed. The most basic principle is to recognize

the problem— and this, in itself, is none too easy. Editors are often

too close to their work to allow them this perspective. They are

given X number of page positions to fill and the advertising depart-

ment fills the others. The printer is the first to see the two sets of

pages together in one place, after him, the reader. When an editor

"looks at" his publication, he "sees" only a part of it— perceiving

the editorial pages and seldom noticing the ads, except where the

ads impinge on his consciousness through some magic quality of

their own, or when they clash with the editorial matter in some

embarrassing way. From this perspective the editor sees each

successive space as an entity, each one a separate problem with its

own solution. The essential interrelationship between these entities

is a factor editors tend to forget, simply because they automatically

conceive of those spaces as being interrelated, after having worked

hard on all of them. The trouble is, of course, that the reader does

NOT think of them as separate entities for two reasons: first, he

doesn't know how many there are, since they appear one by one and.



second, he doesn't recognize them for what they are because they

do not look related.

For the reader to notice the scattered pages and realize that

they belong together, it is necessary for them to have a rigidly

adhered-to format which will give them a family resemblance that

Is so undeniably strong it will come through even with the most

casual fast-glance and in spite of the distracting will-o'-the-wisp

images in the surrounding ads.

Unless the editors accept the necessity of this family resem-

blance, they will have difficulty living within whatever format

restrictions may be the overall design policy of the publication.

There is a problem here: editors are indoctrinated to make the most

of everything and to make it look interesting. One of the ways to

achieve that quality of "interestingness" is to make each bit of

material look "different" from all the other material. Journalists

tend to seek freedom of expression and here they are being asked

to limit themselves voluntarily. To get their cooperation it is

important that they understand the problem from the broad,

publication-as-a-product point of view. Let us assume that such

insight has been reached. Where do you go from here?

7 . Underplay the presentation

To make the most of the material on the scattered editorial pages,

it is necessary to make them as different from the ads as possible,

while, at the same time, making them as similar to each other as

practical. Since the ads are all very different from each other and

vie for the reader's attention through unpredictable arrangement,

color, black headlines, etc., perhaps it is wisest to go to the opposite

extreme and make the editorial pages appear serene, quiet, and

predictable. The ads will act then as foils to the edit pages, and edit

pages will become noticeable by their very grayness.

2. Make up a colorful dullness

An outgrowth of the underplayed presentation principle mentioned

above, this is a more realistic approach to the problem. Assuming



that the publication has a lot of gray tvpe that needs to be accom-

modated (eo ipso "dull" in appearance), the only way to create the

required liveliness that a page must ha\'e to make it memorable

(while still retaining its disciplined serenit\' in contrast to the ads

is to give it a few spots of "color," and such color means simply

"black ink." On pages 94 and 95 a "before" and "after" example of

the opening page of a major section of Library Journal is shown. The

purpose of the contrast is merely to illustrate the possibility of

creating "color" through the judicious application of bold type

contrasted with thin rules, light type, and some white space. There

is, indeed, less copy on the "after" page than on the before," but

the sacrifice was deemed worth making for the sake of the attention-

getting design qualities appropriate to the opening page of a

major section.

On the next two pages are other examples from the same

magazine, showing the way other departments are handled as part

of an overall discipline, with the "color" designed in by different

ways (though nowhere as strongly as on the news section and the

book review section openers).

The way in which the department headings are used, the spaces

retained, and vertical rules inserted all lead to the next principle. . . .

3. Repeat patterns rhythmically

It is not necessary to describe a specific pattern that is to be

repeated. Whatever it may be, its value derives from the repetition

itself— not just an echo, or a vague, slightly altered repetition, but

an exact, absolutely precise repetition. This is the only kind of

repetition, so precise that its simplicity cannot be missed, that works

effectively.

If the repeated material consists of ruled lines, they must be of

equal weight in all cases and begin and end in the same position to

give the appearance of deliberate repetition.

If the repeated material consists of pictures, such pictures must

be placed in the same position on each page, and their proportion

must be precisely the same, or they won't look as though a

deliberate interrelationship was intended. It is not good enough
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just to have a picture in the top right-hand corner, hoping that that

will do the trick. Nor is mere similarity of shape adequate, though

geometrical peculiarity is a great help (like making it unequivocally

square, perhaps). But repetition of exact size is crucial.

If the repeated material consists of nothing but white space such

as a deep margin at the head of the page, then that white space must

be utterly clean and of clearly articulated depth (or it will look

accidental, IF it is noticed at all!). To ensure such precision, perhaps

it might be best to define the edges of the white space with a graphic

element such as a box, two horizontal rules, a bullet in each corner,

or whatever may "read".

If the repeated material consists of graphic signals of some sort,

then those signals must be designed as a coordinated group, so that

they have the quality of repetition even though each individual signal

may need to show a different word or image. See the headings

within the copy on pages 198 and 199.

4. Invent a peculiar format

If the material lends itself to such manipulation, it might well be

useful to package it in a fresh way— anything other than the normal

three-column format. Two illustrations of this alternative are shown

on pages 98 and 100. Both are based on a centered-trunk principle,

from which the heads branch out and beneath which go the stories;

both depend on having short items so that enough headlines seem

to "grow out" of that central trunk.

On pages 102 and 103 are two examples based on other gimmicks

(let's call a spade a spade): the one on page 102 uses a standardized

underscoring-cum-vertical-hairline attached to the flush-left edge of

the column. The ragged-right setting of both the heads and the text

make it appear as though the text was attached to the vertical rule,

especially since the vertical rule is chopped off flush with the last

line of the item. Thus we achieve a unitization of stories: making-

little-things-within-a-big-context.

On page 103 is an example which attempts to do the same thing,

i.e., unitize each story separately. However, in this case, pictures and

long headlines are involved; a four-column format is used, which
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devotes the left-hand side to a subdepartment and the right-hand

to normal stories.

5. Relate to the cover and the feature section
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The editorial product is a totality. In conjunction with the ads, it is

packaged as one three-dimensional article. This is how the reader

receives it, and this is how he thinks of it: one object.

Although this chapter concentrates on departments, it is neces-

sary to remember that the departments are merely a part of that

object. It is important, therefore, to remember that the graphic

image the departments transmit must be produced in the context of

that unified product. Thus it is highly advisable that the typography

be the same in the departments as in the features, certainly as far as

text face is concerned. It is perhaps even more important, though,

that the headline type be of the same family, since display typography

is attention seeking, visible, and thus, very important. If the body

copy has a consistent quality of texture and color, and the display

type retains a family resemblance, then the publication is well on

its way to unity. If, then, the department headings are visually

related to the logo on the cover and both logo and department

heads relate to the display typography, little else can be done to

ensure that visual unity. Industrial World's logo shows a three-

dimensional version of Helvetica (custom-made); department head-

ings are an outline version of Helvetica (custom-designed with the

rule), and article headlines are machine set Helvetica of some sort.

There is no question of their "belonging."

Pages 104 and 105 show an example from Industrial Engineering

magazine which takes the process one step further: since each of

the articles requires a short summary for information retrieval, the

summaries are always placed in a four-line box at the top of the

first page of the article, together with the writer's byline and

affiliation. The one inch high unit thus becomes a readily recognized

symbol of story starts. The same one inch high unit is used in the

departments for housing the department heading (flush left or flush

right, depending on page position). The two sets of signals work as

a series of links in a chain throughout the publication.
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A coordinated system of handling diverse pages based on graphic consistency

iding for one-shoi improve-

NEWS
N SIGNS $32.9 BILLION BILL; RELEASES IMPOUNDED S]

On this and the following pages

are shown typical departments

from Library lournal. They have

been chosen to illustrate the con-

sistency of the overall solution as

well as the subtle differences

between each department treat-

ment, since each needs slightly

different handling to express its

particular content most effectively.

The differences are manifested

in the headline treatment and the

composition of the pages; the raw

materials, however, remain the

same: same typefaces, same strong

contrasts between body and

headline type, same hairline rules

between columns adding texture

and interest, same heavier rules

above headlines, same department

headings, same spacing between

elements.

The two major department

openers (the News page, opposite,

and the Book Review opener on

page 97) have more white space

than the others. This serves two

functions: it makes them stand out,

and it is a necessary foil to the

bold, heavy type of the department

heading. Compare this solution to

the "before" version at right,

which uses the same body type-



of color, texture, scale

face. In its attempt at elegance

and simplicity the "before" suc-

ceeds admirably; and, since most

of the other pages are equally

restrained in handling, they con-

trast with the ads admirably.

Unfortunately their very paleness

tends to make them a trifle dull;

hence the introduction of the

strong headline typography and the

other color-creating rules, and the

resultant compromise between

the retained well-mannered

paleness and the lively boldfaces.

The Checklist and People

pages show how the pictures are

pulled together and run as groups -

beneath the logos with the text run

separatelv beneath. This makes the

most of the available illustrations

(grapes look like "more" in

bunches than as individuals rolling

around), and it makes page assem-

bly much easier.

The Viewpoint page, a sort of

outside editorial, uses the lower

line of the logo as the top edge of

its own box; the text is set in two-

column measure to add that

degree of importance that the

pronouncement seems to deserve.

See also the Editorial page on

page 129.
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A page of short items organized about a central spine

This is a page typical of some
half dozen such short-item report

pages packaged under different

headings. The "before" version, at

right, shows the way in which the

items used to be imposed on the

page: somewhat lackluster fashion

in spite of the second color head-

lines. It is a perfectly acceptable

solution, workable, simple, easy to

live with on an issue-to-issue

basis, but it is a bit unimaginative.

The "after" calls for no sub-

stantive changes in the items or the

way they are written, though

widening the column width and

allowing greater column height

allows two or three extra items per

page. The only difference: the

makeup man shifts the headlines

in the left-hand column to a flush-

right position and rules above each

headline that appear to grow out

of the double-line vertical spine

are inserted. The logo and the

spine are standing artwork.

The folio and footline are

centered and act as visual echoes

of the centered logo at the head of

the page.

At far right is a version of this

page squeezed into a vertical two-

thirds space.
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IRELAND: Big alumina plant at Shannon

An mlernational team of econom.sts ,s pulling Alcan Aluminum Ltd of Canada will construct a

ternational trade. Called Explor Multitrade. it will alumina plant on a thousand acre island in ^the

airport. Construction begins this year and produc-

profits, investments, labor, foreign trade -of sn to tion is scheduled by 1 978. Most of the bauxite will

80 industries of 10 countries which, collectively ac- come from West Africa. The ingots will be export-

count for two thirds of the world's trade They in- ed to Britain and Europe The plant will be op-

clude Belgium-Luxembourg. Canada. France. Ger-

owned 70% by Alcan. 20% by A/S Ardal OG Sunn-

U.K. and the USA. The research program is being

worked on by Batelle's Pacific Northwest

A 993521. Forecasts are now available (or these
BRAZIL: Growing use ot powder metal

Markets are expanding at a fast rate for powder

Data bank on new products and patents

especially Volkswagen do Brasil. are the biggest

what's new in about 250 major product categories

powders, mostly imported from the U.S. and

540 Madison Ave.. New York. N.Y.. USA 10022.

Bulldozers have leveled 500 acres of the site for

Ford Motor Co.'s main assembly plant, a $500 mil-

siderable sums to pay for their imports of the fuel ponents of each car will be imported by Ford but

this year. For example, Japan's bill will come to
two thirds of the plant's output will be exported.

$11,000 million, $33,000 million for Europe's The facility is situated at Almusafes. some 12 miles

from Valencia.

for the US. Where will some of them get the

money to pay? A high level delegation of Japanese

month said that Japan must intensify its expon Unlike most Asian countries whose main exports

drive to pay for the oil. But it will not be as aggres- are primary products or agricultural goods.

sive as in past years. The constraints they cite are:

fairs They totaled $4,140 million. Big expon gains

were in products such as bicycles, plastics, electric

right in consuming countries. machinery and metal products.

APRIL 1974 '
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Several pages suspended from central axis

Here the problem is to make the

most of a typical house organ news

section with its many short items,

some copiously illustrated and

others just text reports; simulta-

neously, the problem is to avoid

the typical three-column strait-

jacket that seems to be the only

way to handle such material.

First decision: editorial judg-

ment agrees that this section

deserves good play, and that it

therefore deserves enough space

to do it justice.

Second decision: it is justified

to "waste" one column out of the

potential three-to-a-page, place

the remaining two columns cen-

tered about a strong vertical rule,

and encroach onto the extra-wide

margins thus left over with long,

outrigger headlines and with larger

pictures.

The resultant freedom of

makeup allows interesting-looking

pages with ample variety that avoid

appearing messy because of that

strong structural central axis about

which they spin.
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Unitization of individual stories yields recognizable character

This example shows a perfectly

simple three-column page — with

a difference: each item is clearly

defined in length, so each signals

its start and its end quite clearly.

(This is a useful attribute in increas-

ing readership, for people like to

read short pieces, especially when

they see exactly how short they

are.)

The headlines and text are

actually set simply flush left and

ragged right, with standardized

spacing between the headlines and

between the items. Superimposed

over them are ruled grids, made
from existing templates. The only -

variable: to make the vertical rule

end flush with the last line of the

item. The horizontal rules are, of

course, calculated to coordinate

with the line-by-line setting of the

text, so that the complex-appearing

makeup is, in fact, a perfectly

simple laying-down of galley as it

comes from the typesetting

machine.

The grid (with variations for

other situations in the magazine)

becomes the recognition symbol of

the departments, aided by the

department headings, of course.

"raiasri5"ifwaraa5Pi3r

de las cludadet

son mOt receptlvos

a la medicina

cina modcrna que los antijjuos re-

sidentes. El Dr. Roben W. Mor-

gan dc la University of Lagos Co-

llege of Medicine, dice que esto

grantes son generalmente pobres,

viven fuera del perimetro urbane

y tienen menos acceso a las facili-

dades mcdicas. Sus conclusiones

mcdicashechas en Lagos, capital

de Nigeria. El investigador cree

que hay una clase de "personali-

dad inmigrante" y sugiere come
innovacion que los programas me-

dicos scan inicialmente destinados
a los recicn Ilegados a la ciudad.

Las mujeres itallanas

contlnuan amamanlando

a sus bebds

rstudio demostro que las tnu

tando a sus bebes, practicamente

embargo, revelo un dcclinio en es

te tipo de alimentacion hasta los

4 meses de edad. Entre 1940 y

195n, cerca de .'50% dc los bebes

cran amamantados por 4 meses.

La cifra ahora disminuyo entre

22 y 28%.

I Estudio sobre

estudios de 78 fetos abortados in

dicaron que 35 de ellos tenian

grupo sanguineo incompatible

con sus madres, una proporcion

compatibUidades ABO y Kh.

l)e las 229 mujeres que tuvierc

abortos espontaneos antes de 1

,27otipofl; y 1

eguros de que ,,

alfafetoproteina para

calcular la edad gestacional

La Incompatibilidad

sanguinea ABO causa

abortos espontaneos

La incompatibilidad sanguinea

> entre la madre y el feto es

de las principales causas de

aborto espontaneo, informan los

itigadores de la University of

sh Columbia, Canada. Segun

akano y el Dr. J. R. Miller,

lejor par,

id gestae

cimiento, alirma un grupo de

tigadores suecos. El Dr. C. G.

Berstrand y sus colegas del Hospi-

tal General y de la Universidad de

Lund encontraron que, entre 165

n nacidos el nivel de la alfa

fetoproteina fue escncialmenteel

lo en nifios dc igual edad ges-

inal pero de peso difercnte.

Sin embargo, entre aquellos, con

peso igual pero diferent

gestae la tct.

vari6. Los in-

no pueden d

que papel ti



Breaking a standard-size page

into a four-column format allows

the small stories to be handled as

self-contained squared-off units,

separated from each other by

means of rules. This kind of rigid

precision is appropriate in the

context of engineering which is

the subject matter of this Brazilian

magazine.

The left-hand half is actually a

subdepartment. The heavy rules act

as both separators of stories, as

well as attention-adders to the

headlines to which they are tied

with rigidly prescribed spacing

measurements. The resultant color ^
and texture is what gives the pages

their distinctive appearance. In-

cidentally, the fully packed and

bold handling of headlines, in

some measure reminiscent of

newspaper brashness, adds to the

"newsy" feeling of the page.
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mercodo de repositfio das EUR

A Case do Bras.l esla «por- no pais importador como no

Canada Em 1973, as expor-

la«6es da Case deverao ultra-

para os Eslados Unidos. a

mercado de repo.,<ao ,an,o me de d.v.sas para o Bras.l

Bombeiros conhetem no industrio

A .Mercedci-Benz do Bra- bre OS equipamentos especais

um dos mais eficientes e mo-

dernos siMemas de preven^ao Benz.

de mcend.o Gramas a um
beiros puderam observar va-

pr6pnos operanos. lemse nes aspectos do s.stema da

Mercedes-Benz, que coma

antes da chegada dos bombei-

ros ao local, uiihzando e»tin- que dao o alarma d.retamen-

te no pajnel eletronico na sala

p6 pressunzado. espuma ou de plantao Eiisrem tambim,

ay.
vos automilicos que, em caso

um grapo de oficiais do Cor- de superaqueciraenlo, dao s,-

po de Bombeiros de Sao Pau- nal indicativo no pamel ele-

lo, para conhecer melhor so- tr5nico.

msmJUUMBm

Fdbrica baiana reiebe
equipomentD Eletrico

conlralado pelo Grupo I.

bui?ao de luz.

Feira de SanlAna, B* - Segundo conlrato, a Sie-

Pneus Tropical SA, a Si-

mens do Brasil env.ou seis

capacidade unilaria de 1 000

dos equipamentos c a admi-

menla^ao dos molores das ridm'^dr ttrceTorrtrasit'^do

maqumas Seguiram tambem seu pessoal

CRT reiomeio eHportacoes

''"'
...

; ,^_.-
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seguiram no dia 3 de feverei- gahas oferecidas pela alalc.

bncadas pela Caterpillar

Brasil, leira

Triloto mois silencioso

A parlir de 1974 os que mo- hbras de empuxo. ulilizado

rao um trifalo que nao fara

aquele barulho ensurdecedor rafao'o motor CF6-50 com
50 mil libras de empuxo e

to de fuma^ao. £ que come- que ja esta em servi(;o regular

9arao a operar no Brasil os desde dezembro do ano pas-

avioes ixr-lO sado

Os novos avioes serao equi-

pados com motores General

•Airbus A 300-B-. um bijato

na Frania, onde 6 conhecido

como A 300-B, Este ano a

com quatro lurbinas, e no en-

usadas anlcnormenle. com 51 mil libras de empuxo
primeiro motor General

Electric cf-6 era de 40 mil empuxo acima de 50 000 lb



Summaries in the feature stories set the graphic pattern for department heading!

An abstract of each article is one

of the requirennents in this mag-

azine, the official publication of

the American Institute of Industrial

Engineers. Run at the head of each

opening page, the summary can

also act as a curiosity-stimulator in

conjunction with the headline. It

also gives a standard out-of-the-

way position for the byline and

author's affiliation material.

The four-line abstract is

placed within a one inch high

space, defined by two rules. This

same one inch high space is used

for the department headings. As

the magazine is examined page by

page, the rhythm of that one inch

space becomes a characteristic

element of the product, tying all

the pages together by virtue of

that sameness despite the distinc-

tive handling required by the

various departments. The one inch

headings are strong enough to

overcome the discrepancies.

Simple
system
squeezes
costs

AVO^DWIIRMOU
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Columns by outside writers require special handling

The two examples shown here are

typical: the headline must be

highly visible; the portrait of the

writer is essential, as is the byline

and affiliation; the name of the

column, if it is a repetitive one,

must be clearly visible; the charac-

ter of the page must be distinctive

yet must retain its identity as one

of a series of department pages.

The simplest, most effective

solution to this perplexing set of

requirements, is to invent a format

which will become standardized,

varying only in headline and copy.

The example from Nation's

Schools, right, has a rigidly pre-

scribed logo area (into which other

writers' names and mugshots can

be slotted, as required); it also has

a standard number of lines to fill.

The House & Home example,

opposite, is equally rigid in its box

but allows a random column

length, letting the text vary con-

siderably in length (making life

easier!).

Obviously there is an infinite

number of arrangements possible

with these elements. But, unfortu-

nately, there are not that many
formats which will allow the

necessary flexibility within the

context of the column page. To

strike a proper balance between

individuality and systematic

anonymity is not easy. But, as in

all the department pages, it is

necessary; who says that it must

be easy?

^
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LOOKING FORWARD / Arthur H. Rice

Revolution, not evolution

will change American schools

me: How then hi

In seeking support for educa- posed control of parents, teachers.

tired and living in Cupertino, Calif. politicians and so forth, and were

Dr. Courtis is probably best knowTi phrase "knowledge is powerl" But given opporttmities to develop in

nationally for his pioneering in Dr. Courtis reminds us that "while

it is knowledge that gives power, ... I believe that if children grew

ment of child growth. the ends to which that power is di- up always solving cooperatively

How the revolt will start
ues' held by the persons who con-

the problems that arise, always

learning from experiences, books

trol the use of power. Down
tion in educational philosophy and through the ages, tyrants like Sta- are faced with a problem on whicji

practice. He is not content to take lin, Hitler and others have given they asked and received the help

the easy road and say that eventu-

ally, by the process of evolution, may use power for their own self- would grow spontaneously. Then,

we will arrive at the goals that he ish ends. Democratic governments when as adults, they gradually be-

envisions. He asks: "How long wiU escape partially from such disturb- gin to face present world condi-

it be before the energy of parent ances and try, ignorantly, to give tions, with conflicting interpreta-

sporadic attempts to improve both development to all. Bui to this day.

cuiricula and practices will flare and in every kind of government

we know of, individual men and

and so forth, and when they dis-

cover for themselves the misery.

tionr women seek to manipulate consH- sickness, discontent and frustra-

Dr. Courtis believes that much Hons now existing, I believe they

of what we caU "teaching" is shal-
benefit. Democracy, as we know

it, is not the answer."
to solving such problems coopera-

tively."

We may not accept Dr. Courtis'
Dr. Rice, editorial adviser to Nation's

Schools and professor of education at
May I suggest that you read this
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THE ZONING SCENE

"Regional planning

sounds like a cure-all,

but it could hurt

moie than it helps"

., .. ..3V ,n office and

When locaJ i(
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Scialt ind the insist.

Bui whUe coun
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like codes, and subdivisions o

problem lies ouuide the legal ar

lOHN RAHENKAMP, pi



There is magic in numbers

In nearly every issue of House &
Home, a feature story about a

particular development is run,

packaged as part of a continuing

series. Since it is shown at con-

siderable scale and uses at least six

pages in full color, one would
hesitate to label it a "department".

Yet in the very fact of its con-

tinuity (and thus its familiarity),

and in the repetition of the design

of the opening spread, it fits the

definition.

The design of each opening

spread which helps to define it as

a department-of-sorts consists of

four simple elements: a very large,

striking picture; a credit block

citing facts and figures; an intro-

ductory text block describing the

project in its context; a vertical

black bar at left with label head-

line and number dropped out in

white, or in color. The subsequent

spreads vary in design, according

to the requirements of the mate-

erial, of course.

The key to the recognition-

effect sought by the design is the

numeral. The rest of the design

may or may not appear familiar

and reminiscent of a previously-

seen story. But the number obvi-

ously implies that there have been
umpteen such portfolios published

before and others will most prob-

ably follow.



If the photo above gives you an impression of farmhouses set in an unmowed meadow,

the effect is not accidental Developer Paparazzo and architect Calhster, the men

most responsible for the landmark design of Heritage Village in Southbury, Conn.,

faced a problem here how to maintain the site's strong rural quality at a

density of about three units an acre Detached housing at that density would have

destroyed much of the natural landscaping—leaving, at best, tiny front lawns and

insignificant greenbelts And clustered townhouses and apartments would have looked

suburban rather than rural The solution a combination of duplexes, triplexes and

fourplexes Iplus an occasional detached unitt—all sited further apart than m
normal cluster practice and all in a contemporary version ofNew England design.
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Politics by Richard Reeves

The Iseman Cometh
Fred Iseman planned to take over N.Y.'s papers. So did Rupert Murdoch
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The pacific/orient connection
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EDITORIALS

It is quite normal to find a whole page of a publication's issue

devoted to opinion, labeled "editorial" or some such title. Some

devote more space, such as a spread or consecutive rights (especially

if there are two or more editorial writers expressing their opinions)

;

others squeeze in editorials on a vertical two-thirds of a page

alongside the masthead, perhaps. But an editorial comment of some

sort is usually there, somewhere.

This is a page that ought to look different since its content is

different from the rest of the publication: the normal magazine pages

show reports of outside goings-on. The editorial is an inward-

looking page, giving the editor an opportunity to pontificate, see

- into the future, make pronouncements, warn of impending doom.

It ought to look like what it is: serious of mien, weighty in tone, with

large type, generous white space, wide columns.

The page consists of the following elements:

O The text itself.

O A headline. In informally written, chatty editorials that don't deal

with earth-shaking events, the head is sometimes dropped, but there

usually is a headline simply because the editors want to draw

attention to their piece.

O The "editorial" label (or its equivalent) somewhere on the page,

usually at the top.

O The writer's signature, either typeset or handwritten.

O The editor's picture, sometimes: either because it helps to per-

sonalize the page, or because it is useful to the publication to show

that its editor is the distinguished and well-known leader-of-the-

industry Mr. So-and-so. It can also work the other way: Mr. So-

and-so can become a spokesman for his readership because he

becomes well known through his picture on the editorial page.

O A cartoon; if the drawing is an illustration of the main direction of

the argument stated in the words, then it is a cartoon-illustration;

if, however, it is a separate, independent thought, then it becomes

a true editorial cartoon and the cartoonist becomes a subsidiary

125



editorial "writer." This hairsplitting of definitions is important

because the placement of the cartoon on the page is affected by the

kind of cartoon it is: if it is an illustration, it ought to be closely tied

into the text or headline; if it is independent comment, it ought to

be separated from the words as clearly as possible.

The placement of the editorial page within the issue varies from

publication to publication, but it should never vary from issue to

issue of the same publication. The reader should be able to find the

editorial page immediately, whether the page is in the front of the

book (right after the contents page, where it is most often found)

or whether it is the first right-hand page of the feature section. It

could well be the last page opposite the inside back cover— or

anywhere else that makes some sense— as long as it is always to be

found in the place the reader expects it.

Of greater importance than the page's position in the book, is

the question of what goes on the page opposite. Since editorial

pages are normally just a single page, and since they claim high

readership because of their intrinsic-interest, the opposite page is

often sold to advertisers at a premium as a "preferred position."

It follows, therefore, that the design of the editorial page must take

this unpleasantness into consideration. Unpleasantness? Certainly,

because the advertiser who invests extra money for the page is going

to want to get maximum visibility for it and the ad will be as full of

attention-grabbing graphics as the agency can devise (which tends

to detract from the characteristics of quiet dignity and seriousness

that the editorial page needs). The upshot is that we must be twice as

careful in creating the proper climate for the editorial because of

the competition for attention from the page opposite.

So, the desired characteristics are simplicity, larger-than-normal

scale, smoothness, elegance. These are the design qualities we seek

to create the maximum contrast betwen our important words and

that distracting madness across the gutter. Perhaps the word restraint

is the most accurate to describe the desired goal.

How do you achieve it? The examples that follow on the next
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twelve pages will be analyzed with this specific characteristic in

mind. They can be summarized as follows:

1. a wide moat of white space (or something acting as a "wall") to

separate the two pages

2. t\'pe set larger, in longer lines than usual, but with ample extra

space between the lines to make the words comfortable to read

3. no overcrowding: self-discipline and ruthless editing to prevent

overfilling the page with words

4. setting the text ragged right, perhaps, to act as a contrast to the

flush-right setting in the rest of the issue

5. standardized placement of signature cut, photo of personality,

page slug, dateline, etc.

Now a word about this standardization problem. Most publications

have worked out a format for this page and seldom vary from it.

They know exactly how many words they need for the page, how

long the heads can be, and so forth. Such standardization makes

great sense both from the point of view of recognition value of the

page, as well as in the workability of the page.

Yet straitjacket formats have an inherent danger too. They can

rob the editors of incentive to do something larger or deeper or

more revolutionary' '"it won't fit anyway so why bother"). Further-

more, sometimes the standard format is wrong for the material that

is to be published ; sometimes you need more space, or a different

typographic handling, to do justice to the message. In such cases,

let the page reflect those needs, whatever they may be, allowing

flexibility where it is useful, and retaining rigidity where flexibility is

unnecessary. So, if a single-pager suddenly has to expand to a spread,

retain the slug in the top right-hand corner (if that's where it

usually is), and let the signature cut be at bottom right (if that's

where it usually goes), and set the headline in two lines at the far left

(if thafs how you normally handle it) — just expand the body space

required to fit the copy. The elements placed in the standard

positions will carry their own recognition value over into the unusual

format and you can achieve the best of both worlds: an expressive,

logical presentation which still signals "editorial page" at first glance.
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Editorials: an aura of major pronouncement

Large type set ragged right is the

major feature that attracts attention

to this page from Dental Econom-

ics. The text is, in fact, quite short,

but the type size masks that. The

liberal use of white space also adds

to the grandiose scale of the page

(besides splitting it away from the

ad across the gutter at left). The

typeface of the body copy (Melior)

is used in bold in the headline,

and a similar, but more decorative

face (Dominante) is used for the

department heading. They work
together to give the page its

unified character.
P<3le c<?(jv4iVl-

Editorial Comment

THE
PUBLIC
MUST

REORDER
ITS

PRIORITIES

e from the November meeting of the

n Medical Association was sharply critical

of physicians who add a service charge to un-

paid bills. Doctor Elmer G. Shelley, chairman of

the AMA Judicial Council, stated that adoption

of such collection methods "reflects adversely

on the whole profession, especially on the count-

less doctors who extend credit willingly and

even write off old accounts." He added that if

a physician is not paid as promptly as are other

creditors, "he should recall that he is a professional

man, with all the perquisites that the term implies."

This seems to be the season to take pot shots

at the professional man who is striving to im-

prove his delivery of health services by upgrading

his practice administration procedures. Hard on

the heels of the AMA's attack comes a book re-

viling the dental profession for its alleged money-

oriented motivation. The overtones are clear.

Our readers will recall that the September 1970

Denta] Economics featured in-depth treatment of

this timely subject. The authors were representative

of four points of view— a dentist, a practice ad-

ministration expert, a banker; and a dental trades-

man. The dentist conceded that credit has be-

come a national habit. The consultant objected

that such a commercial practice is unprofessional.

The banker warned against entering the arenas

of finance; and the dental tradesman defended

the need for a service charge, because "business

is business."

The individual practitioner should have the

privilege of determining how to meet the problem

of the unpaid bill. No one has the right to make
this decision for him.

Further, it is our opinion that the public must re-

order its priorities and stop hiding the doctor

bill at the bottom of the pile month after month.



or of cool, carefully argued opinion

This page is handled with the

same graphic solutions as are the

other departments of Library

lournal (see page 84). But on this

more dignified page, the text is

set in two columns rather than the

usual three. The lower rule of the

logo is used as the top edge of

the box that encloses the entire

page. The amount of text can vary,

within reason, to give the writer

some leeway.

Ideally, a little more white

space above the headline would

have been preferable. As in the

example opposite, there is a

distinct relationship in character of.

the typography: the headline type

(Stymie Extrabold Condensed) is

very similar in structure and weight

to the Egyptian Outline used for

the specially-set department slugs

The "specially-set" describes the

special artwork-handling the

letters require in order to touch

and overlap.
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Two-page editorial: major thought first, followed by afterthoughts on page two

The first page, shown at right, is a

straightforward and not frightfully

exciting graphic presentation, it

could hardly be simpler. But it is

effective for several reasons: first,

its very simplicity makes it stand

out; second, the huge white spaces

are unexpected and surprising;

third — something not discernible

here but essential to understand —
page seven of each issue is devoted

to the editorial, come what may.

The readers know where to find it

(the page following the Contents)

and they look for it.

The follow-up page, shown op-

posite, is looser and less formal. It^

carries its own title, yet it remains

very much an editorial page since

it is comprised of comments by the

editor. The makeup varies accord-

ing to the material, but the white

band at top is standard, as is the

three-column makeup.

What is significant about these

two pages is the comparison be-

tween the two graphic images they

convey. There is no question but

that the real editorial page looks

like one whereas the Perspectives

page does not.

The difference lies in the

detailing: the headline treatment

— large and light versus small and

black (which is much more ordi-

nary); the amount of white space;

the dignity of the page arrange-

ment, tall and vertical versus squat

and fully packed (which is more

ordinary); and, of course, the

atmosphere created by the words

themselves — formal and serious

versus informal and chatty.

EDITORIAt

Engineering for architecture: there's nothing to it but people

Sa.d a,ch,l«l lew Dav.s al „u. Round Table more than my share ol aril, les-in the p.,pul,,r

clienls-and good consullanls We relv on our

Bridgers really Inoiv,'

some awfully lough |ob-., does make it look

easv-as many top-rank atrh.lecis do He also

lems in this industry—problems like cosi and

technical resour.es that we have available to

ships of architects to engineers that exists

gether know how to design

achieve economical and rational and beautiful

members of the firm, and their unmistakable

an issue like this, and-as 1 did last year-Id

find out what accounts for the high quahty ol

their work-and lust why they have so much
fun doing ,t

• There's a chicken and an egg

evident as one reviews the projects on the fol- IS now Associate Editor Anderson and the as-

lowing pages IS that there are a lot ol people

One-time Associate Editor Peggy Caskie

tise-nol only architects and engineers, but

contractors and manufacturers as well Talking

joymenl these experts take in tackling a knotty Netburn managed to handle this issue with an

ular two arms produced the August and Sep
building look more beautiful, or work more
efficiently, or go together more simply, or cost

1 just finished reading-and making a few

editor's hen-tracks on-Ihe article on Frank duction was handled by his Son the Design

Bridgers' work on solar energy Having read Student, Alex While -W W



PERSPECTIVES

More great lines from the Round Table: an evocative potpourri

d The transcript ol the daylong m<

..AiUHirDimwrof CC&FPrapertyMaiugt- eta c

word about iecoid's "Resources 76" <



Standard placement of editorial page: last-left

ENR

Encourage energy development

s proposed last week by the

contain nothing to warrant dancing in the

t one can take heart at the move to at least

ing different (p. 20).

Mow much of the present economic malaise arises

from energy-related problems is an unanswered ques-

substantial part. For that

and others, there is cause for optimism at the

mmendation that we unshackle and
e those who would push development of ad-

but coal-burning and nuclear powerplants as well.

Removal of unneeded obstructions to powerplant

financing and construction could create new jobs and
move the U.S. toward energy self-sufficiency.

Contrary to what some of the back-to-candlelight

enthus

ing the years immediately ahead while

exploit the resources available to us. An<

the futur -

That
of 50 mil

he appro:

lat estimate presupposes that the <

Food, clothing, shelter and othe

odern life for those extra people

iwer. There is no way for a society with the numbers
id concentration we have today (both intensifying

ery year) to provide for itself except through the

ergy-hungry industrial system that has been evolv-

g in the western world for the past 200 to 300 year^.

The President seems to understand that. Congress
id the public should understand it too and insist on
jeration of our own energy resources from unrealis-

Encourage energy conservation

t Ford's proposed si

dings < , the h s of S(

energy (p. 21 ). But if this country is serious about con
serving energy and becoming independent of foreigi

suppliers, national standards adopted and enforcec

through the states is one way of doing it.

The standards for one and two-family housing wil

probably come from existing standards used by th

Department of Housing and Urban Development.
The standards for apartment, office and industria

buildings are yet to be written, but one guidelin

mentioned is the standard the American Society of

Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engi-

neers (ASHRAE) is working on This standard in its

initial draft was given to ASHRAE by the National Bu-

reau of Standards for review and further input While

both the General Services Administration and the

Federal Energy Administration have already issued

their own guidelines to conserve energy in govern-

ment buildings, the ASHRAE standard has been re-

searched to a much greater extent and has had input

from thousands of industry sources. It is the only com-
prehensive energy design standard in existence and
should be used as the basis for national standards.

Speeding deepwater oil ports

Two weeks ago a shipyard near Baltimore launched

the 1,100-ft-long oil supertanker Massachusetts, the

largest commercial ship ever built in the US But the

ship can't put into any U.S. port because they are all

conservation Dredging existing ports to an adequate depth

r life style in
would be, in most instances, economically unrealistic

nergy enough and environmentally disastrous. If the US is to ben-

way is port facilities standing offshore in deep water.

a result of the Backers of at least three deepwater port proposals

baby booms. are ready to request permiss.on from the federal gov-

:o build them (ENR 1/16 p. 8). If everything

goes as planned, they will be able to file their appli-

cations by May 1 . Ideally, the federal Transportation

Department, Environmental Protection Agency and
other federal offices involved in the reviewing process

will make every effort to expedite the applications.

and against d

be aired during the more than tw

these proposals have been in the w
that properly constructed and opt

lentally than si

argumei

ample ti

:. Few< tanker odds
at collisions and spills will occur. Offshore docking

large ships eliminates the risks of spills during light-

ng, in which deep-draft tankers, while still at sea,

mp their petroleum into smaller tankers that can
ter inshore ports. Larger-capacity tankers also offer

jnomies of scale in transportation costs.

There's no excuse for unreasonable, additional de-

received. If the

=nts over the past few years, it should hi

pt score, debate on the proposals

ented and concise and the decisi

iting tl

;. If it has

The example from Engineering

News-Record, left, shows the

simple handling of the editorial

when placed opposite the inside

back cover. This is an old, estab-

lished position in the publication

and all readers are familiar with it.

The position itself can be relied

upon to attract the attention it

requires (especially since the

opinions expressed in the editorials

in this specialized newsweekly are

of vita! importance to the reader-

ship). This attraction is, in fact, so

strong, that the page can be relied

upon to pull the readers through

'the issue. And the makeup of the

page need not be flamboyant for

the same reason, so a straight-

forward two-column format using

large type for easy legibility is

satisfactory, especially since it

allows full use of the available

space.



. . or on page following the Contents

The placement on page 5 of

this Letter from the Publisher

(a slight variant of the normal

Editorial and, in this publication,

supplanting it every so often)

shows how a smaller-scale editorial

statement can be tied to the staff

listing and thus use less space

without losing any of its apparent

significance.

The masthead, beneath its

tinted color block acts as a wall

separating the ad on the opposite

page from the important text on

this page (in the same way that

white space does in the example

on page 128). Furthermore, the -~,

contrast between the small type of

the masthead and the larger text

type of the editorial makes the

large type appear even bigger than

it in fact is. The ragged-right setting

and spacing between paragraphs

gives the typography a different

texture and feel from any other

page in the publication though the

typeface is the same. The signature

cut is a slightly more personalized

way of presenting the byline than

setting it in type, and it is a bit

more graphically interesting and

decorative.

Cc[s\

PUBLISHER'S PAGE

The Process of Change

chemical engineering, is conslantly changing. With (his issue, almost a qu

of a million CHEMICAL ENGINEERING readers will be treated to a new gr<

design aimed at faster, easier reading.

Since its origin in 1902, CHEMICAL ENGINEERING has undergone many

hementator to Pla nt Notebook, rema ins exactly the sam . What we
bstantially altered are the v help yc u get the n

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, Indeed,

langes because they are wor ing best when they are not bvious

or those interested in technical detail , our new t ypeface s Baskervi

places Times Ron an. Baske

gibility It results n slightly fewer ch d to make
idened e and added The resul

ading, with no sac rifice in number o words per page.

ou will find a new ogotype n the COver,moreemphatic headings

epartments, and a d formal for tables a ndhgu es. Our de

graphic mage." Actually, w

ent preser news and practical chemical-

igineering technol 3gy for you, a tech nical-decision makerinthech

:h, produced a prototype model for debugging, and finally

id CHEMICAL Engineering's new graphic presentation



Two Letters from the Publisher: a vertical-half

Split-page makeup, such as in

Midwest Purchasing, right, is hard

to handle, since the competition

for attention from the ads on both

sides is fierce. But if the typog-

raphy is clean and neat and a bit

"different" (as it is here) and if

there is a modicum of personaliza-

tion by means of a picture and a

signature cut, then the material

receives the visibility it needs. The

headline here should have been a

size larger and set in italics to tie

it into the text more distinctly.

PUBLISHER'S NOTES

Is the gift really "t

Recently several

nulaclurers and

the total dollar value of the

ensive array ol gilts than if

length, weaving together words about hi.

now one ol this magazine

Offers of fr e gifts in ex -hange lor an order
category

ng manager make a pro

many •hought ol p
There are € nough sub/edive pr

adding one the sel

1 order, why

too Thats

George lenard, long

"urchas ng Agents,

There s nc

such thing way or the c

cost, lower quality, que buying pra

In 1967, an

m Rhodesia That act greatly et

rescinded The July Publishers



, and a horizontal-third

The small space remaining on

the page after the staff listings and

masthead are placed, is used for a

short note from the Publisher when
it is not being used for Letters.

The plain type shows off well

against the typographic complex-

ities beneath. The picture always

refers to the subject of the note.

The reason for using the top of the

page is that the top of the page is

the most visible and the more

important material ought to go

there. Thus the masthead was

squashed down to the lower area,

ensuring that the material on the

upper portion of the page gets at ^
least 5ome readership. Compare
the informality of this page with

the formal Editorial page from the

same magazine on page 132.

ENR

m
TO FILL YOU IN

: and photographically-

nta that was actually four stories, an

St use of the reinforced earth system

the US .n a marine environment,

Construction issue (ENR 2/6).
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which is better: careful balance or apparently random arrangement?

Two approaches to the same

problem: how to handle an edi-

torial placed on the first-right page

of the feature section (see the next

chapter for more on this). Which

is better?

House & Home's solution,

right, with its small logo and date-

line signaling the start of the

feature section as well as dignifying

the editorial page itself, and with

a box around the entire space,

reflects the logic and design-

conscious makeup of the entire

publication. There is no element

out of place, nothing that has not

been deliberately placed just so. ~

—

Is it exciting? By itself, perhaps not.

But in its context, it most certainly

succeeds in drawing attention to

itself, and, having done so, it

succeeds equally well in imparting

its own aura of seriousness and

dignity to the overall editorial

product.

Scientific Research's solution

is just as successful in attracting

attention to itself, because of both

its informality of arrangement and

the cartoon, of course. But the

context in which the page appears

is totally different from that of

House & Home. Here is a biweekly

newsmagazine using standard

three-column makeup throughout,

quite rigid and neatly organized,

but obviously not nearly as

design-conscious as House &
Home, which is essentially a

picture magazine. So for Scientific

Research the contrast between

the random-height columns (which

are slightly wider than the normal

ones) and the usual full-height

ones elsewhere is striking.

Hmisi' Jk Honu/Sipt mbiT 1975

Editorial

re in, but . .

.

One o( the th.ngs that makes real estau a as second class inh..h,Mntvnt, innnuuncu

vital, dynamic field is ihe opponunity ii bides .ind start ihinkinB >.l th ni .,^ people

who, while they m.iy prclcr re

with an idea, some fiair, emmgh drive and a ing, nevertheless want much ut bcs-imchfc

style as owners, ynu can open u

prise out of almost nothing ble market Or

But there are other-and less desirahle- When the apartment ci.nstruction market

Success may breed in the entrepreneur a

blind belief that the intuitive, seat-of-the-

enough not to cut deeply into

most apartments were manage

pn.fitability,

on a sloppy.

pants way of operating that shot him to the it-doesn-t-matter-toomuch-ba

top is the only way to go So when the need

arises for a systematic approach to some

that maintenance costs—espec

ties-have gone through the ro, f,thatsloppi-

hand ZTJlT"nZ\l
an he elimi-

eratum that

found the one and only path. So he locks him- keeps track of every nickel spe

self into that way of thinking or operating None of the foregoing should be construed

and refuses to budge as an argument for crowding o ut the entrc-

The result is that while real estate-and

especially the housing portion of the field—is of large, over-organized and i flexible cor-

the freest, swingingest industry of any, it is rporations in

at the same time the blindest, most hide- the housing field is conclusive p roof of where

bound and slowest to grasp new concepts that approach leads.

The entrepreneurial dichotomy is high-

lighted by the first two articles in this issue ust also be a

of House & Home, both of them dealing with flexible approach Some areas the builder's

the rental market For example operation should be run on a freewheeling

It IS generally accepted that the current basis—in particular, finding

kets Others

makes it unfeasible to build rental housing. must be tightly, even rigidly, o ganized And

all areas are subicct to change

discovered that if you stop thinking of renters -Maxwell C HUNTOON IR



So, House & Home's editorial

is a formalized page in in-

formal surroundings and Scientific

Research's editorial is an informal

page in formalized surroundings.

Neither of them is "better" than

the other, because they both do
their job well. But if they were
exchanged, neither would any

longer do its job as well. Here is an

example of the necessity to see the

publication as a product — with

a total character — and use the

graphic means that will reinforce

that character and make use of its

potential to the fullest extent

possible.

EDITORIAL

To avoid 1984



Two examples of prepared formats into which the editorials can be dropped

The two examples are from

Brazilian magazines and both

include the masthead, etc. The one

at right places it in the gutter,

tying it to the rest of the page by

complex boxing/shadowing rules

(which are a natural graphic out-

growth of the logo lettering — a

typeface called Pioneer). The one

opposite places the masthead at

the foot of the page, like a foot-

note, and devotes the top part of

the page to the editorial statement.

The advantage of such strong

shapes is twofold. First, the rec-

ognition value is immediate since

the reader becomes familiarized
"~~~

with them quickly. Second, it

becomes a simple process to write

the editorial and drop it into its

space without having to worry too

much whether the page is "de-

signed" correctly; it removes the

necessity of redesigning the page

every issue. Obviously it is hoped

that the format does not become a

straitjacket and that the number of

words allowed (given the common
sense amount of leeway) works

out about right every time.

jaMrtLBttLlL

IS de especialislas divulgad

lliplica(;ao e expansao das revislas especializadas, cujo

obedier

:mplo des-

<w>

csta na se?ao pm — Produtos Modernos. Esle mes, com

quatro paginas, que serao oito na proxima edi?ao. atestan-

do a receptividade de uma iniciativa perfeitamentc enqua-

drada nas tendencias atuais, pois possibilita contato direto

entre os que produzem equipamentos e aqueles que vao

logo surjam no mercado



Dinheiro, e mais dinheiro

peJesial e resoKL-r os probletnas do colidiano. E por Jorge Wahl.

o^ momenios de recessao nos negocios eslao segura- O que nao quer dizcr Que os ar<;cn;iis iIlssc yr

mente nessa condiqao esiejam por baixo Bern ao conlrurio. Honliir
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OPENERS

f This is a tricky page to handle, but it needs handling well. It

announces the start of the feature section — the main and most

valuable part of the product. Here is where the editors put their

maximum effort and where their work ought to receive greatest

visibility and most memorable presentation. So it ought to be started

off with a bang instead of with a whimper.

But the trouble is that the single-page, right-hand opener is

small. Constricted. Vertical. And it appears opposite an ad, which

requires that the gutter space that separates the two pages be

widened. Thus this essential visual buffer encroaches upon the page

further, leaving just a narrow vertical sliver within which to display

the wares. That is why the page is tricky to handle.

Another consideration to bear in mind: since this is a page that

recurs in every issue, there may be good reason to work out some

format pattern that can be repeated from issue to issue, creating

recognition value that will attract attention, and thus help overcome

some of the limitations imposed by the constricted space available.

The disadvantage of such a pattern, of course, is that the pattern

itself can become a straitjacket, preventing the editors from moving

in the way the subject and material demand. The format must

therefore be flexible enough to allow maneuvering within a clearly

articulated framework of recognition-symbols. (See page 162).

Some publications solve the problem by using the first-right as

an editorial page (see p. 136). Strictly from the point of view of

effectiveness of presentation, this tends to work well. The page can

be designed to be a definite break from the ad opposite; it can have

a clearly recognizable standard format; it can function nicely as a

starting signal. But an editorial page tends to be a weak introduction

to a hard-hitting feature section unless the subject of the editorial

happens to deal with the same material as the subsequent feature

stories. How often does that happen, though? Normally an editorial

deals with a subject other than those covered in the feature stories.

So you can say that, although an editorial placed on the first-right

works well graphically, journalistically it is unlikely to do so, except

on rare occasions.
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Perhaps editorials are red herrings placed in the path of clear

thought. Perhaps they belong elsewhere. The final decision is

dependent on the publication's character, and so it becomes a

strategic decision made by the editor in light of clear analysis of the

material, market, and goals.

To give the page its required poster value (startling visibility) and

tie it in with the feature section for which it is the starter, it should

be designed to be as simple and UNbusy as possible. Not only does

this mean that the design must be "edited down" to appear simple,

but also that the elements to be accommodated on the page must

be equally edited down to their irreducible minimum. It is perfectly

true that less is more. The less there is on the page, the greater the

likelihood of that which is there being noticed. Extraneous elements

obfuscate that one major eye-catching and brain-appealing element

that really matters to the story. The result is lack of attention, low

impact, failure to grasp an opportunity— and a nasty aftertaste

of messiness.

When the material has been edited down to that minimum, the

residue must be thought through further in terms that will define the

hierarchy of importances: the most important element will probably

be the headline (ideally nice and terse, so that it can be set in strong

type). The secondary element will be— what: the deck? the byline

of the distinguished author? the picture of the author? the illustra-

tion? The tertiary element: the text? It all depends. There is no one

hierarchy better than another. What matters very much, though, is

to articulate clearly what the hierarchy is in each specific instance,

so that the designer can express it and pass it on to the reader in

easily understandable form. The reader should get an orderly

sequence of thoughts instead of an undigested jumble. The very

orderliness helps to get the idea across quickly and effortlessly, and

it increases the likelihood that the editors will evoke the reader

response they want. If the page is a jumble, then the poor reader

will have to work his way through it (assuming he'll bother to begin

it), and that involves time, effort, and risk. After all, the reader can

easily come to a conclusion different from the one the editors had

in mind for him — or he can flip the page.
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Many publications run a miniature logo, some accompanied

with issue date, somewhere at the top of the page. This is helpful

in reassuring the reader that this page is, indeed, editorial matter

rather than an ad (should such reassurance be needed, although one

hopes not). But the second logo has a more important, subliminal

function : it helps to define this opener as a sort of secondary front

cover, signaling the beginning of something. But there must be

enough material following this page to make such a subcover

worthy of its name. Twelve pages is the minimum; anything less

looks foolish.

The typography of the page ought to be consistent with the pages

that follow. It is better to design the page using the graphic materials

(type, etc.) used throughout the publication than it is to change them

in order to make the page more "visible." Certainly the body type-

face and headline typography should be the same, forming a visual

bridge between the opener and the pages that follow. The only

difference should be a slightly more flamboyant design for the

opener. The body copy could, perhaps, be double width (two

columns, leaving the gutter column open as a moat separating the

matter on this page from the ad opposite). And the copy could,

perhaps, start with an interesting initial, or tiny postage stamp-size

picture, as a focal point.

Illustrations are, like everything else on the first-right, hard to

handle. The opener, by virtue of being an opener and therefore

somewhat different from the normal page, is in a position where

unusual or atypical illustrations might make good sense: mood

shots or background-to-the-story pictures. The trouble is that the

more atypical the pictures are, the more difficult it becomes to

recognize them as "editorial" matter and the easier it becomes to

mistake them for ads. Obviously that sort of confusion ought to be

avoided. Such unusual pictures ought, perhaps, to be reserved for

use on spread-openers where there is more space available and only

editorial matter to rival. On the limited space of a first-right, the

precious and unusual picture is likely to be squeezed into insignifi-

cance— and thus wasted. Perhaps the ideal place for such a picture

is at the very end, as a tailpiece, big and worthily displayed. Besides,
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such a tailpiece can also act as an opener to all the many ornery

readers who insist on reading magazines back-to-front!

The best illustration to use on the first-right is one that echoes

the front cover— perhaps even reproducing the cover in miniature.

(Assuming, that is, that the cover and the first story have some

relationship to each other.) The reason is, simply, that the front

cover image is already established in the mind of the reader as

important simply by virtue of being on the cover . . . and therefore

it is likely to have quick recognition/remembrance value that is

useful in attracting the reader's attention to the page.

But, given the dictates of the small space available, experience

shows it is wiser to depend on words rather than images to catch

the reader's attention, except in very special situations. On the pages

that follow, there are a number of examples of opening page

treatments, both with and without pictures, that might be useful as

comparisons and idea-starters. Page arrangements should always be

secondary, however; the material itself must come first. If the first-

right is well edited, well organized, well articulated in its hierarchy

of importances, then a logical, expressive, and effective page

arrangement will grow out of these qualities naturally.

What about spread-openers? Many publications do not have first-

right positions at all, preferring to open the feature section on a

spread. The magazines lose the "preferred positions" that sell at

premium cost to advertisers this way, but they gain the capability to

create greater editorial impact. The scale of the full spread is far

larger than twice-a-single-page. This is not just because that

necessary river of (wasted) white space in the gutter is now at the

disposal of the designer; nor simply because there is no ad across the

gutter to fight against— though this is certainly a distinct advantage;

but, more importantly, because the shape of the space is horizontal

instead of vertical, that is, broad, instead of tall. And a wide space,

such as two contiguous pages, is capable of far greater design impact

than a narrow, single page. This design capacity is covered in detail

in Chapter 2 of Editing by Design and need not be discussed here.

However, one point is well worth making with respect to the

opening of a feature section on a spread: the illustration can have
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tremendous impact (by virtue of giant sizing). As a result, such

spread-openers can, indeed, be infinitely more effective than

first-rights. BUT there has to be a picture worthy of such play every

time. This is, alas, not always the case, except in publications whose

stock in trade happens to be highly pictorial (such as architectural

magazines, for instance). Unless a supply of blockbusters is assured, it

is perhaps the better part of wisdom to avoid committing the publi-

cation to an opening of this kind as standard operating procedure.

A number of publications have predicated their story openers

— including the first, i.e., feature-section opener— on a repetitive

series of standardized arrangements, where the left-hand page has a

full-bleed illustration acting as frontispiece, and the right-hand page

carries the headline and text. This system can work well and is easier

to produce simply because the graphic image is smaller. That

illustration must be reliably exciting every single time, however.

This is the same as saying that the publication must have lots of

money available to spend on frontispiece illustrations— and talent

and imagination to create them. If these requirements are prob-

lematic (and they are for most publications), then this ideal solution

tends to be a trifle less than ideal.

If stories must open on left-hand pages, however, there are two

possible variations for openers, depending on whether the stories are

interrelated as part of a package or whether they are unrelated ones.

If they are related, then everything possible to make that

interrelationship evident ought to be done on every opener. The

first opener must be designed as a pattern setter, and the subsequent

openers must become repetitions of the form at smaller scale, or

variations of it, clearly recognizable but differing in detail. An

example of both the repetitive and the theme-and-variation tech-

nique are shown on pages 168 and 172. Both are nonpictorial,

though both are distinctly visual, using graphic symbols and type to

create recognizable character.

If the stories are unrelated, then the first opener ought NOT to

be a pattern-setter. It is better to vary the openers as much as

possible in format, so that the reader perceives story "starts" as

clearly as possible.
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Big pictures as openers: vertical barrier

The large vertical picture is an

excellent barrier between the ad

opposite and the start of the

feature section if two conditions

exist: (1) the ad must be in color

and the picture in black-and-white ^
so that there is an immediate

difference between the two images

that splits them from each other,

and (2) the direction of the image

in the picture itself must force the

viewer's eye to the right, drawing

it towards the head and text. If the

picture in this example were

flopped left to right, it would pull

the reader's attention towards the

ad opposite — distinctly not the --

purpose of the exercise.

The headline typography also

should be quite large, to act as

backup attention

vertical picture ir

missed by the re<

flips the pages wl

magazine by the

other hand, and

picture altogethe

THE NEW
BOSTON
CITY HALL



or horizontal magnet for the eye?

A large picture used as an en-

ticement tor the eye and attention

of the reader, must have intrinsic

interest as well as size. Just making

any old picture big cannot be

expected to do the requisite job:

the picture must also be journal-

istically meaningful. If it manages

to fill the bill well enough, then

the typography beneath it can be

quite small, since the picture itself

can be depended on to yield the

poster effect. The numeral one,

here in bright red, is also a sub-

sidiary aid in signaling the start of

something (obviously some sort of

series). Incidentally, the numbering

trick is used so often that it can

become a bit of a bore, yet I have

never succeeded in persuading

editors to substitute A, B, C for the

ever-present 1, 2, 3. They maintain

that alphabetizing is too obscure a

system. One wonders why?

Two elegant new buildings by Skldmore, Owings & Merrill's Chicago office

Myron Goldsmith partner-in-charge of design, use carefully detailed steel to

an exislins rollrgo campus, and to demonstrate a steel company's products.

1
A NEW MULTI-USE GYMNASIUM FOR I. I.T.



Most effective starting signal: a different stoci<

There is no question that a colored

stoci< or textured stock insert

makes the start of a new section

quite obvious. This holds true for

feature sections as it does for

"flash forms" (see page 82). The

book often breaks at this point,

and combined with a different

stock suggestive of a different

product, these characteristics

scream for attention. If, then, the

material that is displayed on the

paper is in fact a little more special

than average (such as this, which

is an opener to an eight-page

album presentation of beautiful

drawings) the impact is undeniable.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

Paul Rudolph's design for Stafford Harbor, Virginia, a new

town that will be located on the Potorriac about 38 miles

south of Washington, D.C., reinforces the natural topog-

raphy by placing the major groups of buildings along the

ridges and harbor, leaving the intervening valleys free.

A new town that conserves the landscape

-^r;



. or, as a substitute, a background color

It a ditterent stock cannot be

used because of cost, time,

binding, or any other technical or

practical reason, then a good

substitute can be "homemade"
different stock: the regular paper

tinted with colored ink, used solid

or in tints, or even plain old black,

used solid or in tints of gray. The

purpose is to create an illusion of

differentness, using whatever

means may be available. One step

higher in sophistication is the use

of some sort of pattern as

background. (See Editing by

Design, page 206). To retain the

full illusion of separateness, how-

ever, it is essential — if obvious -

—

that consistent stock treatment

throughout the entire presentation

must be retained. You cannot

persuade the reader that your

pages are of-a-piece if the ink that

is supposed to tie them together

is pink on one page and purple on

another. And, again, as in the

example opposite, the graphic

techniques applied to the pages

must be appropriate to the

material disposed thereon. Here,

for instance, the pictures are in

color against a solid black back-

ground — and this is the first of

twelve pages so treated. Black

background is ideal for showing

off color pictures, since it makes

the colors appear rich and

jewel-like.



Boxing the elements: separately

Any sort of pattern that is clearly

discernible can be used to make

the opener different, and thus,

more noticeable. Whatever pattern

is established on the opening page,

however, must carry over onto

the succeeding pages. For the story

opener is never seen as an isolated,

static unit but as a unit within a

fairly fast flow of units (the speed

depending on how interested the

reader is in the material); thus the

opener's individual impact must

be reinforced by whatever follows

it. Besides, if that opener is de-

signed to be exciting, and the

excitement is allowed to evaporate ,

on the succeeding pages, each of

those succeeding pages will be

thought of as yet another opener;

the main opener then becomes

isolated and begins to "look like

an ad" — and the article's impact

is concentrated on one page and

turns dull elsewhere.

The boxing in the example at

right is "internal"; each element is

surrounded with its own box —
each box, in turn, becomes part of

a bigger box arrangement. The

net thus created holds the dispa-

rate elements together neatly,

unifying them into a coherent

image. Shown here is the first of a

sixteen-page story in which all

elements are encased in hairline

boxes similar to the ones here.

HeA({l\M )*'Aujje/r«^5l

6 INTERIORS
Not too many years ago,

the phrase "architectural

interiors" could mean little else

than four Barcelona chairs and

a glass-topped coffee table

set precisely into a pristine room.

The six projects which follow

indicate that such is not true

today. The focus, for instance, ^^K^ \\

on architectural matters ^mat the recent NEOCON meeting in

Chicago (see page 38 for a H
report), is an index of the H
growing interrelationship B 1
of interior design and 1 4architecture. Furthermore, H
many offices are now deeply nm U
involved m renovation H
with its heavy emphasis on 1
interior architecture. H V
The question becomes not who ^
is doing what but how well

it is being done. Not every

person capable of producing

such work is an architect.

of course, but the standards are

high. One such is sculptress

Aleksandra Kasuba, whose

New York City apartment.

(right), not only presents

new and dynamic concepts

of interior space, but

is realized with extraordinary

attention to detail. As the

next two pages make clear.

it is certainly "intenor

architecture."



...or within a whole page

Given peculiar material of

ragged outline, a simple geometric

box enclosing the entire page can

be used as an excellent foil. Not

only is the raggedness-versus-

precision an interesting graphic

contrast, but also enclosing gen-

erous white spaces is an unex-

pected technique. The boxing

formalizes the design, articulating

each element, giving each an edge

and demarcation line. What could

easily appear as a thrown-together

group of pages, is pulled together

in a formal fashion. This is the first

of eight pages enclosed in a neat,

unpretentious box like the one

shown here.

R'cW^S (lA \)\Ack ij^i VjraxJV (iucH^<^
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DRAWINGS
BY
LOUIS SULLIVAN

-y^0J l^'gesl collection was acquired in 1965 by Avery L

•d drawmi

7 of Ihis year In these eight pages

of his architecture that particularly

Iranced Sullivan-its ornamentation, which becam

te expression of his ideas Frank Lloyd Wright askf

the great styles which took so many ages to perfec



Full-bleed pictures used as a background for type

Spectacular pictures can be as

startling (and thus as useful for

openers) as white space or huge

type set sideways. If they happen

to be color, so much the better.

But a good black-and-white can

do the job as well. One proviso:

if the editors find themselves

lucky enough to have such a spec-

tacular picture, they must restrain

themselves from spoiling it. They

must allow it to speak for itself,

merely laying claim to its being

"editorial" by adding an inescap-

able minimum of words. In the

example on this page, the only

additional material is the headline;

the way in which it is handled

allows the picture to dictate the

style and placement of the words.

The strong direction within the

picture calls for reinforcement by

the use of italics (similar in slant)

and their angular positioning

(parallel to the direction of the

sulky's travel). The type improves

the picture by underlining the

photograph's inherent dramatic

qualities.



. and as basis of montage design

Using a good picture as a

background to create a desired

atmosphere, and superimposing

upon it additional images as well

as the specifics of headlines and

blurbs, is another way in which

photographs can be exploited. The

example shown opposite is, in

effect, a montage of five different

elements, yet the simple arrange-

ment into which thev have been

manipulated pulls them together

logically so that the page syner-

gistically "says" more than the sum
of its individual parts, which is

precisely the quality that makes it

a good opener. ~~~~^^-..,

ay? iK-^H Cola/

HOOF BEATS

SPRING



Two more big-picture/pecu liar-head line combinations

An attractive picture of a well-

known personality catches the eye,

and curiosity makes one turn the

page sideways to read the head-

line. The name is well known to be

an attention-getter on its own
accord, but the way in which the

deck is written describes the man's

character and pinpoints what one

suspects about him just by looking

at the picture. It uses splendid

word/picture relationship; the

verbal/graphic liveliness makes it

an effective opener.



It one picture is good, are two

better? Only if they can be com-

bined into a startling unit. The

montage on page 159 does this by

superimposition. The example

shown here gains attention bv

gluing together the elements with

strong visual adhesive: the black

band between and alongside the

photos. The peculiar typography is

the extra touch needed to estab-

lish the priority in which the

reader will examine the several

elements. By being peculiar, both

in face and arrangement on the

page, and by being good and large,

the type will draw the reader's

attention first. This is desirable,

since it is the words that give the

clue to the combination of the

pictorial images surrounding them.

So this one-two, words-then-

picture sequence communicates

logically, making a very complex

page an effective opener.



Standardized recognition flag incorporated within a flexible format

The wide variety of material that

must be placed on the first-rights

of Industrial World demands a

loose format with minimum re-

strictions. The necessity for flexi-

bility is increased by the publica-

tion of each issue in English as well

as Spanish, so that enough leeway

must be allowed in the design to

accommodate variations in head-

line and text lengths.

The varied editorial material

makes it necessary to introduce

some highly visible and charac-

teristic graphic element to signal

the start of the feature section and

— more importantly — to do so

in a consistent and familiar way

in issue after issue.

Hence the introduction of the

heavy vertical rule with the logo

attached. It is positioned well into

the page, alongside the gutter,

and is sufficiently strong to allow

the balance of the page to be

handled in whatever manner the

material demands. Five examples

chosen at random from the

twenty-five so far published using

this pattern prove the efficacy of

the system.

Programmable
industrial robots
like the Unimate

model above have
many new skills
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Echoing the cover gives ultimate recognition value to the opener

All ^11 -color Hlu?4vaK(SV$

.

T^pe <wi -H-i^ei Ju, black

If a strong and mennorable image is

established on the front cover, its

repetition will surely arouse the

reader's interest when he comes

across it again. This simple principle

is applied to Hoofbeats' presenta-

tion of its annual profiles of the

year's winning horses. The graphic

handling is, of course, based on the

"impossible figure" frames that

appear logically three-dimensional

until they are examined more

closely and their subtlety becomes

apparent. Each frame contains a

color portrait of the subject, with

subframes for the names and the

biographies. The headline typog-

raphy is equally elusive, since one

cannot determine whether one is

looking down or up at the letter-

ing. Shown here are the cover, the

first-right, and a spread from the

story.
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Spread-openers for interrelated series: the theme-with-variations technique

In a special issue of Architectural

Record on the relationship of

engineering to architecture, each

story deals with a particular aspect

of the subject. Thus, to tie together

the issue, each opener had to be

designed within a recognizable

format — similar, yet flexible

enough to allow each story to be

designed in the way the material

naturally suggests.

The basic graphic element, the

tall box on the left-hand page, is

in color or various tints of gray.

The text blocks vary in length as

required, but are all placed in

similar positions on the page for

the sake of rhythm. The headlines

are all handled differently: some
dropped out in white from the

dark gray background; others sur-

printed in black over light gray;

the Lighting one is both dropped

out and surprinted since the

medium gray allows both tech-

niques to be used while retaining

legibility. The heads are set in

whatever type size seemed right,

but all in Optima all caps.

The simplicity and rigidity of

the overall shapes is enough to

make them stand out distinctly in

contrast to the various pages

opposite; these latter give some
slight indication of the different

page treatments applied within the

stories themselves, though, alas,

the most visually interesting

treatments do not show on the

openers.
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SOLAR ENERGY
SYSTEMS:

THE PRACTICAL SIDE

In the 1974 engineering issue, we showed how engineer Frank Bridgers

has been putting solar energy to good use in buildings for 20 years. His

latest endeavor is the preparation of a design procedure for solar-assisted

heat pump systems for the National Science Foundation and ERDA. To

validate the procedure the solar system in the Bridgers and Paxton office

building (across page) has been revamped and highly instrumented to get

the kinds of data needed. The information is sent over leased wires to

Penn State, where Professor Stanley Oilman is analyzing and plugging

it into a computer model that he programmed of the Bridgers and Pa.xton

system. This article review? some of the current attitudes about solar

systems, some of the developments on the solar front, and then describes

what Bridgers and Oilman are doing.
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Spread-openers for interrelated series: the repetitive technique

This special issue of House &
Home dealt with various aspects

of the crisis in homebuilding

(labeled "Homebuilding at the

Crossroads" and hence the yellow

and black traffic symbol used on

the cover and in miniature on all

openers).

Since the stories were made

up of a great variety of material

ranging from plain text to photo

essays, the openers needed to be

particularly strong in graphic

character to ensure recognition as

features in the confusing context

in which they would be seen. To

make matters more difficult,

shortage of space required that no

more than half a page be devoted

to each opener.

Maximum use was made of

just four raw materials: a solid

black, full-bleed area (strong

enough just on its own as a signal);

the miniature symbol from the

cover; angled headlines; and in-

troductory text blocks which

anchor the headlines to the bottom

of the panel. There is no question

about where stories begin or that

they belong to a package.
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PRODUCTS
This seems to be the least glamorous part of a publication. The

manufacturer-supplied picture (normally of doubtful quality) and

press release copy (normally of prejudiced content) seem far away

from journalism. So they are. And usually the chore of assembling

the items for inclusion in the publication is delegated to the junior

members of the staff: the assistant editor and the assistant art

director (who just got their names on the masthead so can't in

conscience object!). But, let's face it, rewriting press releases and

scaling product pictures is no great fun.

So why have new products reports at all? Simply because the

vast majority of specialized publication readers are vitally interested

in them; readership surveys invariably

show the product pages near the top of

the interested-m" and "did-somethmg-





The widespread use of "bingo cards" (Reader Service cards on

which the reader circles the number of the item he is interested in

and mails back for more information) bound into the magazines also

proves the drawing power of new product information.

The usual image that comes to mind when thinking of "new

products" in a typical magazine is column after column of filler

material separated by small space ads in the back of the book. This

is, of course, a justified image, however sad and unimaginative the

treatment may be. But this mechanical, regurgitated presentation

is by no means the only— or the best— way of showcasing new

products. It seems to be the easiest, simplest, most efficient way to

kill several birds with one stone: to fill up those spaces, to give the

ads editorial support, to keep the junior staffers busy, to publish

useful information, and to keep advertisers happy (though perish the

thought that editorial integrity and space be affected by anything so

crass as plugging materials under commercial influence!).

The usual three-to-a-page presentation, with picture and small

headline for each, plus those usually-too-black lines that say some-

thing like "for further information check No. 000 on Reader

Service Card" needs no illustration.

Of greater interest, however, are some of the other presentation

patterns illustrated on the pages that follow. Naturally, as in every-

thing editorial, the choice of technique depends on the editorial

and publishing goals. If the new products reports are just fillers,

then a throw-away technique is adequate. But if higher ranking is

desired, then varying degrees of importance can be given to the

reports, as tactically appropriate.

New products as ''story"

This is usually a technologically interesting item, and by delving

into the item's background, purpose, ability to improve current

techniques or practices, the editors can bring out its significance

more fully than in a simple product description. Naturally, such a

story-in-depth requires more space, more text, more pictures, and

larger headline treatment. Also its interest value can be counted

upon to attract the reader's attention. This is a very useful stratagem

with which to begin a news section; not only is interest generated,

but the seriousness of the report lends stature to the rest of the

product reports and makes it clear that they are more than mere

press release rewrites. An example is found on page 186 on which

House & Home combines the major article with an index of products

to be found on other pages (one of which is also shown).
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New products as "news"

A slightly different angle from the product-as-a-story is used here,

resulting in a slightly different presentation; the product-as-story

can (and should) be laid out as a regular feature. (The House &

Home example is, perhaps, too restrained in format to be an ideal

example of this.) The product-as-news is laid out according to the

news section format, so that it appears as a normal news story that

happens to be about a manufactured product rather than about a

political action, let's say, or somebody getting an award. As such,

the piece has a headline which describes the news significance of

the item, and the picture will probably not be a picture of the

product itself but of the people who made it or something else that

illustrates its news worthiness.

The example from Chemical Engineering shown on page 188

describes a process rather than a manufactured product, but

products can be handled the same way. Page 189 illustrates a typical

page which might follow such an opener on which two degrees of

importance are shown: short product reports, illustrated and

unillustrated, as well as a "boxed item" which signals the product's

attention-worthy importance. All the layout formats, however, are

exactly the same as those used for nonproduct "news."

New products as "show windows"

This is a group of related items presented as a major report — the

emphasis is on the group rather than on any individual item. Thus

the umbrella headline (normally a simple label is most effective) is

the focal point of the presentation, and the design problem is tying

together the disparate elements into arrangements that make sense

graphically. Such design chores can become quite arduous and

ultimately thankless, since the result will probably not be terribly

exciting, no matter how much effort and talent are brought to bear.

Usually there is just too much material to shoehorn in and every-

thing is just too small to be graphically stimulating. A camouflaging

format, therefore, is needed to provide spaces into which the items

can be dropped, yet which will become— in itself— the apparent

"design" of the page. An example from Industrial World is shown

on pages 190 through 193. The ruled-box "net" gives the pages

unity; and since there are a number of pre-drawn interchangeable

nets available, the page makeup, issue to issue, becomes child's play.

(Compare this to the Contents Page example, on pages 52 and 53 for

treatment based on the same principle.)
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What makes the Industrial World example significant in the

context of this analysis, though, is that a normal, ordinary, mixed-bag

new products section is also run in the same issue every month.

Comparing the two makes the point about editorial purpose quite

clear. (See page 193).

New products as "catalog"

Some publications devote major space to new products in every

issue. Others do so only on occasion (such as once a year in a

special issue). But whatever the frequency, certain catalog tech-

niques are followed which should be pointed out. First of all,

however, it is necessary to mention that the catalog business is

burgeoning. Selling by mail from illustrated catalogs fills a proud

and glorious page in this country's social history, though the graphic

design of catalogs has only recently received the attention It de-

serves. An art It certainly is. Glamorous-looking, fashionable

catalogs from expensive department stores receive tremendous

design attention, and the illustrations are made by highly trained

specialists. The investment involved Is met in part by fees charged

to the manufacturers of the various products shown In the catalog,

though the catalog is made to appear to represent a single client,

i.e., the department store. What holds these catalogs together and

gives them their unity as a visual entity (in spite of the hundreds of

Individual Items shown) Is that they are a mosaic assembled accord-

ing to an overall design plan. This plan may be based on a co-

ordinated color scheme, or on groupings of pictures, or on

groupings of items within larger pictures, or on overlappings, or

on framings or on silhouettings, or on any number of other graphic

gimmicks that will make an attractive package from the mass of

unrelated Items. The attractiveness makes the recipient react posi-

tively to it. It is meant to cajole him into liking it, spending time

studying It, making it easy for him to absorb It, and persuading

him to use it.

Alas, new product departments in magazines— however much

they may wish to emulate these catalogs— cannot achieve such

selling glamour; except in a few very special circumstances, they

have neither the requisite funds, materials, nor time to produce such

a package. They must get whatever glamour is possible within the

practical restrictions in which they work, and make up for their

more modest format by other means: primarily, service to the

reader, by which they achieve the same goal as the glossy-format

catalogs by persuading him to use the new products page(s).
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Once the job of attraction has been accomplished the goal is

to require of the reader minimum effort at maximum speed.

Efficiency and ease of legibility are the touchstones. Items should

be grouped logically in whatever groupings make most sense; the

descriptions must, obviously, carry the requisite information; but—
the most important criterion of all — the relationship between

picture and description must be immediately apparent. Having to

hunt around the page for the caption that fits the picture is time-

consuming, irritating, and, as such, counter-productive.

Some sort of numerical labeling has been found to be the

simplest, so long as the numbers can be found. On pages 194-197

are examples from House & Home and Architectural Record. The

first one shows grouped pictures with large numbers dropped out of

them referring to the descriptions at the foot of the page. The

second is similar except that the text runs vertically and the numerals

are in the interstices between the pictures. The Architectural Record

presentation shows a typical page from a special issue in which a

simple-to-apply system was invented to fit the picture requirements

as well as give some flexibility in the length of descriptions. The

spaces for pictures are standardized but the pictures that go in them

are variable (as long as they are in a lower-left corner in each). The

spaces for text are standardized also, but the text lengths are

variable (as long as they are flush left and the first line in each

column starts at the same position on the page). The dummy sheet

indicates the system clearly. Without a system such as this, it would

be likely that 768 separate items (each with its picture, number

and blurb) on 67 pages could be a direct road to insanity for all

.

Another possible catalog treatment is shown in the example on

pages 198 and 199, typical of pages in the Book Review section

of Library Journal. As far as graphics is concerned, this is simply a

variation on the catalog theme; each of the many items consists of a

group of predetermined elements, varying in length but of a

predictable sort; all the items are grouped by subject, and they

flow on page after page after page (which is yet another char-

acteristic of catalogs).

Given the varying degrees of emphasis and their concomitant

techniques of presentation, it is possible for a publication to gen-

erate great interest in its new products reports; there is no reason

why all of these techniques could not be used on occasion, or why

any one technique must be the standard one for a given publication

forever. It is not the products that are dull; it is usually the unimagi-

native presentation that is the bore.
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Plain new products columns dressed up

What's New

'ft\ Prep Dry

A perfectly standard presentation

technique of headline, picture,

text, address, and "circle" line had

to be improved, in order to give

the material greater visibility, the

pages more oomph, the section

coherence (especially since very

peculiar spaces among the small

ads had to be filled). Problem:

no changes allowed in the material

itself.

The solution: to enclose each

column in vertical rules with wide

spaces between them, so that

each column becomes a free-

standing vertical unit and to

separate the headline from the text

and overscore it with a heavy rule,

underscore it with a light rule

and thus give it "color." The

spacing was, of course, coordi-

nated with the line-by-line type-

setting system so that makeup
would be simple. The resulting

pattern of dark and light strokes

became the "design" of the pages,

highly visible and individual.



Here is a much simpler tech-

nique than the one from Dental

Economics, opposite. Again we
have a three-column makeup
(shown here is the opener of the

section which devotes the outside

column to a vertically run logo);

the individual text pieces are

somewhat longer than is usual, so

that there are fewer elements that

can be "dressed up" per page.

The headlines are enclosed be-

tween two rules in the same way as

Dental Economics, opposite, but

here the lower line becomes the

top line of a standardized box

into which the illustrations are

dropped. Because the great

majority of the illustrations are

pictures of medicines (i.e., boxes

or bottles of some sort) it makes

sense to decree that all illustrations

be silhouetted, since it is easy to

silhouette simple shapes such as

boxes or bottles. So in this solu-

tion, the handling of the illustra-

tions becomes the visual signal

characteristic of the section.
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Plain columns manipulated in space
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Lightweight

tibergiass

handles

make
cutting

easier..

The example on this page is based

on a very simple trick: using a

four-column width in a three-

column space. The text is set to fit

in narrow, four-columns-to-the-

page measure, but put in vertical

one-thirds or two-thirds spaces.

The white area thus left over

appears "wasted." But perhaps one

ought to consider the attention-

getting value of such "wasted"

space: it may be a good invest-

ment, especially when there are

many such mixed pages that have
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to be filled and ought to be made
recognizable. The upper example

shows a vertical-third space, with

the pictures sized to the full one-

third width; the lower one shows

the effect of keeping the pictures

within the confines of the narrow

one-fourth column; perhaps

having the pictures poke out into

the white space would have been

more interesting. But that wedge

of clean, white space certainly

splits the editorial matter from

the ad!

Here the space is arranj

differently: the emphasis is on the

horizontal flow from page to page

(see page 96 for the context from

which this page is taken). The

columns' verticality has to be

chopped down. By pulling the

pictures away from the text and

suspending them as random-size

units from the logo, the space for

the text becomes a square. This

square is emphasized by the tight

way in which the type is placed in

it. To add literary interest — and

to tease the reader a little — the

picture captions are worded

differently from the way in which

the headlines are written.



Section opener features a product as a ''story''

The opener is signaled not just by

the large logo with its bold vertical

rule, but also by the index beneath

it. The index may or may not be

used as such by the reader, but it

is extremely useful as an indicator

of the beginning of something as

well as a suggestion of the amount

of that something.

The product report on the

opener is oriented less to the

product as a product than it is to

the effect that the product might

have on the industry as a whole —
which, of course, affects more

readers than just those who
happen to be in the market for the ~

specific item. To open a products

section with such a wide-ranging

report adds stature and seriousness

to the entire section.

The subsequent pages, each

organized about a subject, are

carefully assembled to give them

an information-packed (i.e., full-of-

value) look and to glean the

greatest possible variety of ar-

rangements from the four-column

format. The page arrangements are

anything but random, taking into

account, as they do, the scale of

the material shown in the pictures,

the balance of the page as a whole,

the necessity to square off ele-

ments against each other as well

as to tell the stories clearly.

PRODUCTS
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New products reports handled as ''news''

The first three or four product

reports that open the section in

Chemical Engineering are approxi-

mately three pages long and are

handled in precisely the same way

as straight news stories are: the

typographic treatment (as well as

the phrasing) of the heads is

identical, as are the decks, opening

paragraphs, etc. In fact, the best

way to find out whether the item

is a product report is to check the

end of the story, to see whether

it has a "circle" number for the

Reader Service Card. The logo at

the top of the page is a clue, too.

The subsequent pages of short

reports are straightforward three-

column makeup pages, with over-

scores on the headlines except

where pictures are shown.

One additional element is

shown on the page opposite: the

boxed item. This handling is re-

served for items deemed to be of

special interest to the readership

as a whole and thus deserving of

a degree of emphasis greater than

the regular, short report. Graph-

ically it is handled the same way as

boxed items in the news section.

NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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Plastics fair dazzles,

but exhibitors complain
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New products handled as featured groups by subject

The emphasis here is on the group

rather than the individual item;

the clue to the grouping is, of

course, the label headline. In the

examples shown here from

Industrial World, the "before" and

"after" show the same approach

to the same problem, but the

"after" is considerably easier to

assemble and it is, perhaps, a

little more formalized and stylish.

It is certainly more recognizable

as a featured element in the

magazine, issue by issue. On the

following page is an example of

the same technique used on a full

spread. The first change is to

split the recurring title of the de-

partment (Product Update) from

the heading describing the specific

subject in this issue (Air Com-

pressors). This was done to allow

the pages to become a part of a

continuum of department pages,

instead of being in a no-man's-

land between department and

feature. The second change is to

establish design patterns that

would simplify the process of

page assembly without giving up

the random, light-hearted quality

of the pages to which the readers

had become accustomed. A num-

ber of grids was prepared, allowing

a variety of shapes as well as a

different number of items to be

accommodated per page. The

items can be dropped into these

spaces easily, thus avoiding the

necessity to "design" each page

separately every issue. A spin-off

advantage: the modular grids

which incorporate the department

heading are the recognition

symbol of the section.

On page 193 is a normal new
products page from this same

publication. It is handled as a

normal three-column products

page which usually has an item of

double-column width to start off

the section. Comparing the two
sorts of product pages makes it

quite clear how important it is to

define the editorial and publishing

purpose before graphic solutions

that make expressive sense are

attempted.
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New products turned into glamorous catalogs

-^

PRODUCIS: KnCKNS

Here and on the next spread are

examples of typical catalog organ-

ization for large numbers of

product items. The essence of

the arrangement is to assemble the

pictures into handsome groupings,

keying each item to its descriptive

text run elsewhere on the page.

The problem, of course, is to

devise a system so strong that the

very variety of elements that must

be accommodated serves as a

visual advantage, rather than

disintegrating into a disorganized

grab bag of odds and ends.

One fact must be faced — the

pictures are handouts (99 percent

of the time), and there is neither
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time nor money to get alternates.

It the basic pattern into which the

various elements are slotted is

strong, chances are that the in-

ternecine warfare between the

pictures can be diminished, even

it it cannot be overcome entirely.

The most effective camouflag-

ing ruse is to have a strong overall

shape into which the pictures are

dropped. This shape should be

easily discerned — simple — and,

as such, ought to be a geometric

shape with clear outlines, as the

examples shown here.

The next essential requirement

IS a highly visible and easily

followed cross-referencing system

between picture and accompany-

ing text. Opposite, the numbers are

superimposed on the pictures;

below, they are dropped out of

the grid between them; in both

cases the numbers are large

enough to be read easily.

The last essential requirement

is flexibility of picture and text

handling — for the editors' sanity

if nothing else. The example from

Architectural Record, on pages

196 and 197, reproduces the grid

dummy and a typical page, to

illustrate the ultimate in flexibility

and efficiency; the pictures can be

any shape and the text can be any

length (within reason). Their

placement, however, is rigidly

controlled. Each picture must fit

into the lower left-hand corner of

the allotted individual space; the

text columns must all start off at

the same position on the page,

though their length may be

random. This rigid patterning is

what holds the pages together

and makes the entire sixty-seven-

page issue (with 768 items)

succeed as an organized catalog,

easy to read and easy to tell edit

pages from ads in spite of the fact

that they both deal with essentially

identical materials.
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Literature reports and book reviews: a variant of new product presentation

Unillustrated text items of varying

lengths but following some basic

pattern are, in essence, another

form of catalog presentation. The

usual column width is based on

three-columns per page, simply

because this is the sort of material

that is ideally suited to placement

in the interstices between small

space ads in split makeup pages.

Shown here are two pages

from a highly specialized area of

Library Journal, the Book Review

section, which devotes some

twenty to thirty pages per issue to

this material. To add a modicum of

variety to such extremely im-

portant but, alas, visually colorless

material, several ars gratia artis

elements were introduced:

1. To lend variety and texture to

the type itself, the titles are set in

boldface, and the ancillary biblio-

graphic information is set in

smaller, indented type. Thus the

start of each item is clearly

signaled by a different color and

texture. Note that this is helped

along considerably by setting the

last few lines of the preceding

item, carrying the reviewer's name

and affiliation, in italics.

2. All department headings are set

in a different, decorative typeface

for visual variety: they are the

raisins in the oatmeal. A choice of

faces that express the meaning of

each title by visual punning and

l^hilosophy



humor was attempted, but there

are manv interpretations f>ossible

and what mav be an innocuous

tease to one is an offensive slur to

another. So in the end the onK

one we all agreed on was MUSIC,

for which the lettering is multi-

lined and thus reminiscent of a

music staff. Oh well . . .

3. Vertical hairiines are inserted

between columns, since this is

done elsewhere in the publication,

used as a splendid light foil to

whatever blackness mav be around

and hence an increase in "color-

fulness" b>' contrast

4. The hairiines are extended into

the top margin where tinv flags are

attached to them, each referring

to the subject area of the column

below in much the same wav that

the telephone directory runs

alphabetical s\llables in the top

corners of each page to help easy

reference — a highlv utilitarian

element which vields decorative

and unique value in the bargain.

5. The few illustrations in the sec-

tion are suspended in boxes

attached to the vertical rules.

Why? Well, when one has little to

work with, it is essential to make

the most of every opportunity to

do something a bit different and

original. An overall impression is

actuallv built up of a large number

of tinv details.
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Literature reports displayed in legible, modular pattern

Reducing the space allotted to

each report from a sixth of a page

to an eighth occasioned a re-

examination of the entire graphic

presentation technique leading to

a complete overhaul of the

typography, though the picture

size was retained. The headlines

were set in two bold, tight,

stacked lines — and placed

aligned across the page for speed

of scanning, as a service to the

reader. Descriptive text, set

narrow and ragged right, can vary

in length. The "for more infor-

mation" line was reworded and

the numeral strongly emphasized,

as a service to the reader. (The

success of this publication is

measured by the number of items

requested. After the new format

was introduced, the requests were

increased some 350%). As yet

another service to the reader,

checkboxes next to the headlines

were incorporated into the vertical

rules needed to separate the

items. As in the case of Industrial

Equipment News, a sister publi-

cation, see page 16, it was impor-

tant to devise a modular system

for speed and simplicity of

assembly: as a result, all the ruled

lines and "for your copy" lines are

standing art in film, and the

headlines and body copy, as well

as the pictures, can be stripped

into indicated positions very

easily.
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A word or tvvo about new product pictures

Most new product pictures are

handout shots, literal, poorly

composed, unimaginative, and

atrociously printed in bulk . . .

in sum, depressing and awful. Yet

we are forced to run them since

we have no alternative. We must

not despair nor pretend that

they are better than they are. It

behooves us to make the best of

a difficult job. One fundamental

point to remember (whose result

can be seen several times over in

this montage) is to think of each

such product shot as raw material

ripe for manipulation, rather than

as a final work of art. So, by all

means blank out the background

to leave an interesting silhouetted

shape; or cut away just a part of

the background so an element

appears to poke out from the

picture into the surrounding space

in partial silhouette; or overlap

one picture with another; or

establish visual relationships of

alignment from one to another

and so on. The group shown here

is, clearly, made of excellent

originals in vibrant color. Even so,

it would have been much less

interesting, had they been dis-

played as little rectangles arranged

in shooting-gallery fashion.
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INDEX
Cartoons, 125

Color, from rules, XI

Contents page, design approach, 37, 38, 45, 50, 52, 53

errors, 36, 38,42, 44

reference guide, 45, 50

requirements, 33-35

Contrast of editorial and ads, 89, 126, 150, 152

Covers, 1

format, 3, 4, 5

frames, 8

gatefold, 10

illustrations, 2, 4

lines, 2, 9

white or black? 9, 10

Department headings, 70, 73, 104,105, 106,107,162

Departments, 89

as a continuum, 90

design considerations, 79 et seq.

Designers

Arturo Alvarez Acevedo, 13
Elaine Anderson, 204
Max Batchelder, 22,23,63
Noah Bee, 8,188
Walter Bernard ,84

Roger Black 56,117
Cleve Marie Bontell, 84,202

Stanley M. Braverman, 111
Michael Brent, 119
Alberto Bucchianerl, 15
Ronald N. Campbell, 62,113,143
Henry Chaucheprat, 55
Bob Ciano, 58
Richard A. Craig, 143
)oe Davis, 30,84,186,194,201

John deCesare, 24
n Delorme, 55

Pedro De Oliveira, 85

Frank de Vino, 121
Anna-Maria Egger, 15

Judy Fendelman, 59,118
David Garcia, 116
Judy Garlan, 167
Raymond L. Gibson, 143
Milton Claser, 110
Lester Goodman, 54,116
Omar Grassetti, 203
Everett Halvorsen, 141
John Van Hammersveld, 63
Paul Hardy, 61,120,205
Rudolph Hoglund, 60
Norman S. Hotz, 112,121
Peter Hudson, 58,120
Harry Jensen, 24
Isac Jo, 57
Kelley-Weigand, 118
Kioyaki Komoda, 137
Nancy M. Krieger, 114
Jurgen Kryszons, 62
William Left, 25
Pascale Lentillon, 59
Pete Libby, 118
Daniel J. McClain, 59,114
Bruce McGillivray, 115
Ellen Mangin, 27
Robert T. Martinott, 85

Jean Pierre Montagne, 60
Frank Moore, 113
Dean Morris, 60,114
Virginia Murphy-Hamill, 84,142
John Newcomb, 20
Regis Pagnlez, 56
Tony lannotta Petrella, 54,117,142
Steve Phillips, 57,118
Robert Priest, 110
Thomas Ridinger, 59,202
Frank Rothmann, 166
Bruce Rubin, 140
Larry Sampson, 115
Alex Sanchez, 142,166
Paul Schaffrath, 56,116
Helmut Schmidt-Rhen, 112
Arnaldo Sedrani, 12
Gail Segerstrom, 57
Neil R. Shakery, 114
Ira Silberlicht, 58
April Silver, 54,110,167
Sisi Sims, 140
Jerold Smokier, 117,166
William Snyder, 60
Edward Spong, 56,112
Harry Stavrakas, 193
Dave Stech, 111
Byron Steele, 117
Andrew Steigmeier, 55,113
Nancy Steiny, 202
Dugald Stermer, 57,204
Alex Stillano, 15,197
Peter Tait, 140
Melissa Tardiff, 167
Adrian Taylor, 119,142
Ira Teichberg, 112
M. A. Tretel Reis, 103
Peter A. Tucker, 113
John R. Vogler, 85,143
Susanne Walsh, 54,115
Richard Weigand, 110
Helen Weyl, 16
Gordy Wilkinson, 61

Leonard Wolfe, 57,115
Christine Hafner Wong, 166

Alfred Zelcer, 167



Editorials, design requirements, 125

placement of, 126, 132, 133

typographic character of, 127

used as lead feature, 146

Flash Forms (late-closing forms), 69

Folio and footline, centered, 45, 49, 81, 99, 100

Logos, design of, 6, 7

placement of, 7

Magazines, as a product, 6, 81, 137, 164, 165

Masthead, 35

Mugshots, 106, 107, 125, 134, 135

New Products, design requirements, 176

as "catalog," 180, 194, 196, 198, 200

as "news," 179, 188

as "show window," 179, 190-195

as "story," 178, 186

Numbering, 108, 153

Openers, design requirements, 118

spread, 149, 151

as repetition, 172-173

as theme with variations, 168-171

Pattern, precise, 91, 151, 156, 200

Publications

Adventure Travel, 57
Adweek, 84
Architectural Record, 14/15,50/51,75,130/131,

148-157,168-171,196/197

Architecture Minnesota, 140
Atlantic Monthly, 167
Af(enz/one, 61,120,205
Audio, 1 1

3

Audubon, 59,114
Avenue, 58
Better Health, 143
Bobbin, 140
Business Week, 85,143
Camera Arts, 59,202
Cap/fa/, 62,112
Casa Claudia, 203
Channe/s, 60,114
Chemical Engineering, 8,44/45,80/81,133,188/189
Chemical Week, 85
Cincinnati, 55
Construction Methods & Equipment, 52/53,77,184

Crops Quarterly, 61

Data Communications, 25
Datamation, 84,202
Dental Economics, 74,128,182
Diagnostic Medicine, 166
El Diario, El Pais Semanal, 116
Discover, 57,115
Eastern Review, 63
The Economist, 85
Electrical Construction & Maintenance, 73

Engenheiro Moderno, 40,103,138
Engineering News-Record, 24,76,132,135

Esquire, 54,110,167
Expansao, 48/49,139
Exxon Marine, 60
Flowers &, 204
Folio, 57,118
Forbes, 141
Forest Industries, 113
Fortune, 62,113,143
Ceo, 54,115
Co// D/gesf, 20,118
Harper's Bazaar, 166
High Technology, 84,142
Hoof Beats, 5,28/29,160/161,164/165
Horchow Collection, 205

House & Home, 107-109,136,172-175,186/187,194/195
Housing, 30,84,201
Human Nature, 58
Inc, 56,116
Industrial Engineering, 5,18/19,38/39,104/105
Industrial Equipment News, 16/17
Industrial Literature Review, 200
Industrial Marketing, 82/83
Industrial World, 72,162/163,190-193
Inquiry, 115
International Management, 140
Kansas Farmer, 31

Keynote, 56,112
Le Nouveau Photocinema, 55
L'Expansion, 60
/.'Express, 59
Library journal, 26/27,42/43,94-97,129,185,198/199
Life, 58
/.oo/c, 56
Los Angeles, 55
tuxe, 142,166
McGraw-Hill Homebook, 141
Mechanix Illustrated, 55,113
Medico Moderno, 13,41,46/47
Michigan Farmer, 21,143
Midwest Purchasing, 134
Ministry, 117
Modern Plastics, 68/69
Moving House & Home, 202
National lournal, 114
Nation's Schools, 106
New Times, 1 1

8

New York, 56,117
/Vexf, 54,116
Nor//iS/iore, 57,115
O Medico Moderno, 12,102,183
O// & Gas lournal, 22/23,63
Omn;, 121
Ovat/on, 112
Panorama, 112,121
P/c/<up, Van & 4 WD, 204
Pnme 7;me, 59,118
Sc/ence Digest, 166
Scientific Research, 137
Signature, 111
Spotlight, 100/101
Technology Illustrated, 58,120
Tennis, 119
r/me, 60
Town & Country, 167
Travel & Leisure, 119,142
7WA Ambassador, 167
United Mainliner, 117
Ve/a, 85
Wor/c/ng Woman, 54,117,142
World Coal, 114

Reader Service Card, 178, 188, 200

Readership, long items, 76, 77

short items, 102, 103

two-level, 41

Rules (lines), XI, 43, 72, 81, 100, 102-105, 182, 198-199

Skim reading, 20, 41

Space, "wasted," 89, 103, 184

Spine, 11, 18, 26

Staff listing, 35, 43, 135, 136, 137

Standardized format, danger in, 127, 135, 136

Stock, colored, 69, 80, 81, 128, 154, 155

Story starts, 151

Symbolism, 4

Templates (patterns), 190-192, 194, 196-197, 200

Type and pictures together, 158-159, 160, 161

Typography, color of, 91, 95-97, 103, 198, 199, 200

emphasis in, 20, 21, 25, 130, 131, 188, 189
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DESICNiNC FOR MAGAZINES, 2nd Edition by Jan V. White

. invaluable resource for editors and designers facing

problems common to most magazines." Folio

. the well-designed format and clear text make this a valuable

reference book for professionals and students." Art Direction

. highly recommended." Reference 6oo/c Review

. fascinating and essential reading for all involved

in the editing and design of magazines, journals, and

even nevy/sletters." WACC Journal

Designing for Magazines proves the effectiveness of the editing-by-design

concept illustrated in the author's first book, Editing by Design,

by providing a compendium of examples that show the result of

such editing/design cooperation. In a clear, concise format

accompanied by numerous, large-scale illustrations, this volume

addresses itself to some of the most basic problems common to

most magazines, including: development of formats for the pages

that recur from issue to issue, such as the front cover and

contents page; how to handle columns by outside writers; the

design of departments so the cumulative impression they give

yields a rich impact on the reader; editorial pages, late-closing

forms, new-product listings, section openers, and more, are all

dealt with thoroughly. Jan White discusses each problem, shows

actual solutions for real publications (many in before-and-after

illustrations), following with numerous examples selected from

current magazines to demonstrate the state of the art.

Designing for Magazines— itself an example of editing-by-design

techniques in action— is a handy "idea file" of design solutions

that work.

About the Author: an award-winning designer specializing in

magazines, Jan V. White has been responsible for designing and

redesigning the formats of well over 120 magazines, tabloids,

newsletters and books. Widely known as a lecturer and teacher of

Editorial Presentation, he is also the author of Editing by Design.
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